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EDITOR'S NOTE: 
The other day I was eating an ice cream sandwich ·~. 
and the most remarkable thing happened. Halfway 
through the frozen rectangular brick of love, I bit 
into something too firm to crush with my powerful 
vice-like jaw. I stopped and investigated. I quickly 
remembered that I was eating a Blue Bell 
Cookies and Cream sandwich and what I had 
bitten into was a huge chunk of a cookie. What 
I didn't know was the pleasure I was in store 

for. This was one hell of a chunk of cookie, 
and once it defrosted a little, it tasted 
awesome. I really was pleased with this 
product. Good job Blue Bell! Look for a 
more · detailed ice cream 
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Freak Insights from Big T 

"Freaks." Say the word and a world of faces pop into your 
head. Our pasts and present are full of them. Whether it's 
one of the many popular local transvestite freaks. one of the 
ever-growing number of insincere copycat freaks, or just 
your craz.y ass boss with the split personality. The simple fact 
is, you can't shake 'em here in A-Town. They fall like rain, and 
it's fixin' to get worse. 

"How could that be?" you might ask. Well stop, drop, and 
roll 'cause Big T is droppin' bombs. Now don't hate the mes
senger, I'm just trying to let you know that some of the 
biggest freaks might be closer than you think. 

Sure. it's simple to walk outside, pick out the strangest 
looking people you can find , and start calling them freaks . 
That's easy. Those are the obvious freaks. the honest freaks. 
the freaks you can trust. Those aren't the ones I'm talking 
about. I am talking about the normal-looking freak. the under
cover freak, the freak that's so freaky his skeleton has its 
own closet. 

Contrary to popular belief, finding these clandestine freaks 
can be quite the easy task. Here's what you do: To begin 
with , turn to the closest person you know and say to them. 
"OK. out with it, what freaky shit are you hiding?" 

They'll instantly drop what they are doing and go into tem
porary shock. It doesn't matter that you don't know their 

(continued on page 6) 



(continued from page 5) 

freC)ky shit, they'll assume that 
you do regardless. Don't worry, 
you're in no danger just yet. The 
freak is too preoccupied trying to 
figure out how your dumb ass 
found out and who else you told. 

At this point, observe how the 
more nervous your unsuspecting 
friend gets, the freakier their shit 
may be. If you haven't gotten the 
juice yet, you've probably missed 
the opportunity. Once they have 
recovered . from the shock and 
have assessed the extent of your 
ignorance in regards to their dirty 
draws, their defenses will be up. 

You may never learn what's 
written in the pages of your 
friend's freaky file, but that does
n't mean you can't try again or 
pick a new victim. Plus, now you 
have some idea as to how freaky 
their shit might be and just leave 
the rest to your imagination. 

So be prepared and don't get · 
caught slippin' when one of your 
friends says, "OK, out with your 
FREAKY shit!" because the 
biggest freak, may still be, 
closer than you think. 

Peace, and remember, 
don't fake the funk, cause' ;: 
Big rs on to ya. ! 

roll call ... 
Originally, this section was meant to 
be a sort of sounding board for psy
cho Slug readers out the who keep 
sending stupid emails; the list is long 
and transcends anything we ever 
thought we could achieve here at SFS. 
Unfortunately, after the destruction of 
the WTC, we had little web time dedi
cated to this mission. Instead, we 
thought it better you see a brief sam
pling of what happened after certain 
individuals were allowed precious 
space in this fine periodical you hold in 
your hand.The following photo essay 
takes the reader a little deeper into 
the freaked out phenomenon . 
Excerpts from the initial itemized freak 
list began as follows ... 

1 . The Nature Boy Ric Flair 
. 2. Double A Arn Anderson 
3. Flyin' Brian Pillman R.l.P. 

The Tenth Street Tripper: 
Air Basketball 

As documented in Kirk-0-Matic's epic Forced Exit 2000, this man's twisted 
version of basketball solitaire was performed before unwitting spectators 
regularly until an unannounced venue change occurred leaving SFS corre
spondents baffled as to what actually happened to the ball which was con
spicuously absent from every single game witnessed. 

Leslie: 
Freakin' Out the 
Business Cops 

What really can be said about 
Leslie that hasn't been said before in 

some local Austin Texas rag or another? 
Obviously, he's more than just another homeless per
son. He's a homeless transvestite man on a mission, 

and he has great legs! He can be seen most obvi
ously on the mind numbing corner of Sixth and 
Congress in the heart of Austin 's business district 

usually during business hours. A three ring circus type 
of arrangement has been established on this little corner 

which at times is kind of annoying, but other times just 
makes you smile and say to yourself, "Wow, maybe I'm 
not so fucked up afterall!" It's basically just a spectacle 
to piss off all of the nine to fivers who actually have to 
go inside ttie buildings and conduct themselves like 
professionals. Things were getting a little more wild on 

1 a daily basis there for a while and then things kinda 
:) leveled out. I think the Eckerd down the block got 

closed because of rodents or something. ·No more 
disease infected donuts for the early morning crowd. 
Starbucks still dominates with a simple slice of poundcake 
and an iced tea. Forget about their lame coffee, I'm talking 
about real corporate domination. A guy with an acoustic 
guitar still rants and raves and pounds on the Bible, while 
Leslie sits by under his umbrella next to his monstrous home 
on wheels wearing usually nothing but a g-string and a pair 

of pumps. What a guy! 



American Grill Freak 

Simply fill his cup with some stale Lone Star from the keg and strap 
some lighter fluid to his waist, and he'll turn any humdrum Saturday 
afternoon affair into a star splangled slice of brisket in your mouth. 

There are never enough flags to go around when 

S t;t this burger flipping madman of sorts shows up 
() \) ~ and begins to wield his steak knife from hell. 

~ t \_,,. '/ ~ . Notice the Illuminati ring. 
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Ran Scot: 
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~ --L_ . _ ' .. ' without the presence of cyberf-

Webmaster of Disaster 
What would a freak roll call be 

Vanilla Ice T and Lil' Posse 
Locals t.o e Ocean City, MD 
boardwalk scene, Vanilla Ice T 
and his posse spend most of 
their time smoking chronic in 
front of funhouse mirrors and 
busting caps in toy horses' 
asses , as we happened to 
catch them doing here. "Damn, 
Vanilla , you got mad skills, G! 
You gonna git a stuffed animal 
fa' yer ho dog?" 

~ reak, and court jester geek, Ran Scot? It would be a shame not 
to have him clad in his pasted down leopard style haircut (something we're all still 
trying to figure out) he sported for a long hot Texas month sometime last year. 
Whether it's coding some html, reformatting some SFS pix for the web, or writing 
articles that get people arrested by accident, Ran always keeps a positive attitude 
and a helpful distraction from anything meaningful in this world. 



SFS PHOTOGRAPHER TRAVELS FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA WITH ONE EYE 

photogRaph\d bid ellen pucciaRell 

Santa Claws : This SeaUle Santa tight
ens the Reigns, but all MRs. Claws can 
thinH about is that l'eluR-legged beast 
with the shintJ Red nose. 

RddRessless EntRepReneuRs: When !JOU 
live in Seame, the hub or the dot-com 
WORid, "Will WoRH FOR Food" just doesn't 
cut it. 

Dublin Baldies : gangs or unRUl!J hooli
gans Roam the stReets upRooting peR-
1'13ctli,J good patio rtJRnituRe . 

e\deagainste\Je . corn 

Rollin' the Dice or HeR Lil'l3: Rt least 
this BRit pulled the toilet papeR arr or 
heR heel bel'eJRe stRolling down this 
StReet or dReams. 

Rnd \:Jou know The!J Can NeveR Be WhacH: D.C. plai,Jas show 
that theRe ain't no paRti,J liHe an east coast paRttJ, y'all .... They'll 
maHe tJa, uh, uh ... a huh, a huh. 

SolitaRIJ Conrinement or The Selr"lnduced kind: Rside 
~am snaRing C!JClists in heR elaboRate web, Helga also 
enjOIJS plai,Jing with sma ll shini,J objects. 



I 
TO THE KE"'HOLE OF THE WORLD OF DRUNK AND BIZARRE FREAKS. 

man ... OR a O'U.n en IRishman, to 
bReaH out Che Dub lin Mullet. 

Whal R l'l:lel in': PatRicH and Collin, 
rtieled by booae, pRonounce 
theiR love !bR headbands and leg 
waRmeRs. 

NeveR WeaRs R kilt: Angus 
does not Hnow who Spuds 
Mackenaie is, and he'll 
HicH youR ass roR asHing 
ir he does . 

ScRew Ewe: "The Stones sing 
'Hey, youl get orra my cloud!' 
The Scots say 'Hey, Macl.eod! 
get orra my ewe!" 

goorus Rnd gallant : gallant (L.) Runs eRRands roR 
his motheR and spent the day at the l'B.ctoRy 
beroRe RetiRing to the pub roR a pint. goort.Js (R) 
HnocHed oveR patio rLIRnituRe and dRanH himselr 
speechless all day. 

In The ghetto: "Please, 
god. Ir I can maHe it out 
or this neighboRhood, I 
won't smoHe, I won't 
dRinH, and I CERTRINL.!::J 
won't continue my ques
tionable visits to MR. 
O 'Malley's baHeRy." 

R M e Re Flesh Wound: !::Jou can shield youR eaRs 
rRom theiR scReams, but these amputee RaveRs 
w ill alw ays act as a gRim RemindeR that big pants 
aRe a CRIME. 



Three 
True 
Stories 
and the 
Cords 
by Mike Jasper 
©Mike Jasper!!! 
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Note: Jasper warm to go on reccrd ttu he has 
repeatedly requested ttB tis !rticles l'll1 Wth 

tis CAMI little COJ¥igt'C ne>lt to tis little fuckil' bul-
stW; name. Since wa have faled to do ttis on several 

occasia IS and he has luckiy !Mlided complete destruaion by the eliil heads rl SFS cxir
porate, ttis little ncm WI senie as an acknowledgrnerc ttB he has sooie sat rl little 
En>e er son ietl Ii 19. And let it be kmM1 ttB ttis isn't merely aruher petty 901 e Bia1 
Z paiticUarity. There is a la; on the li1e here. .iJSt read on and IM1Bt ',W1 fnl is the 
IM:rl< ci a gerli.Js. ... a macman, so to speak. .iJSt look deep irm tis eyes and rajster 
tim in ~ moo. let tis look be one ci lXll t.er I iplcticll 1, na; remorse. CJ'i, and thanks 
again Jasper fer ~ urbeieuable con:rixDJn to ttis magazile. We Ut ya, you god
danned smart-ess. I Oltta sic Sarge!rt Nun on yer ass. -ed. 

Golfers never play alone. Sure, it's more fun to play with 
friends, but that isn't the reason . Golfers don't play alone 
because they're afraid they'll hit a hole-in.-one with nobody 
around to see it. I've never hit a hole-in-one before, but I have 
delivered two snappy comebacks without benefit of a witness 
and it's just as bad. I swear these stories are true ... 

Story One 
I had been in Austin, Texas for about three months and was 

living in a house with three college-age guys who didn't seem to 
mind that I was 10 (alright, 15) years older than they were. 
Needless to say, we were all big Bukowski fans. 

Treating me like a Gen-X peer, one of the guys asked if I 
wanted to. go out on a double date with him and two 24-year
old grad students he had met at the University of Texas. Sure, 
why not. I was only 37 at the time and my last girlfriend had 
been 24. Why should age matter? 

We picked up my date first, then drove over to the other 
girl's house. When he left the car to meet his date, the 24-
year-old and I struck up a conversation . Despite my best 
efforts, the subject turned to age. 

"How old are you anyway?" she asked. 
I had a stock answer. 
'Tm the same age as Kevin Costner and Joe Montana." 
"How old is that?" she asked. 
"Thirty-seven." 
"Thirty-seven!, " she said. "You're practically old enough to be 

my father!" 
I sat there deflated, knowing my night was now shot to hell. 

I took a deep breath and finally said, 'Well ... maybe. What does 
your mom look like?" 

Story Two 
I once worked as a doorman for a club called Lovejoy's ($2 

pint specials every night) in Austin, Texas. It was a pretty easy 
gig. My job was to make sure no one sneaked in through the 
back door of the club and the back door was always locked. 
Some people - employees, VIPs and friends of the owner -

were allowed to come in through the back door, so I did have 
to make some executive decisions. 

One night Chip, the owner, told me, "The TABC (Texas 
Alcohol and Beverage narc squad ) has been making the 
rounds tonight, so don't let anyone in the back door, not even 
my mother." 

"No problem," I said. 
A few minutes later one of the regulars, Doug Prince, came 

up to the back door in a drunken stupor. I stopped him. He 
looked at me with shocked and yet practiced innocencr;i . 

"I always come in through the back door," Doug said. 
"Not tonight, " I said. 
We discussed the back door policy at length, until I finally 

gave in and said, "All right, Doug, you go get Andy (Porter, the 
manager of Lovejoy's) and bring him back here. If he says it's 
all right ... you're in ." 

I didn't think twice about it, figuring that once inside the club 
Doug would busy himself with Lovejoy's fine array of beers. 

Sure enough, Doug comes trotting back with manager Andy 
at his side. Terrific . 

''This is Doug Prince," Andy said. "Doug Prince can come 
through the back door any time he wants." 

"Oh," I said. "So I should treat him like an employee." 
Andy ignored my remark. 
"He has the run of the club," Andy said . "If he wants to fuck 

you up the ass, you gotta let him fuck you up the ass." 
"Oh," I said . "So I should treat him like management." 

Story Three 
(This story is a bit different from the other two, since there 

isn't any snappy punch line or witty retort lost forever to the 
ozone layer. This story is my version of a tale shared with anoth
er woman ... and yet another woman. Anyway, since she's been 
telling her version for years and since she has left the country 
for several weeks, it's time for me to tell my side. Timing is 
everything, you know.) 

So I've got Mary tied to my futon with guitar cords and she's 
nude and blindfolded. I was looking forward to a great night for 



two reasons. First, Mary came from a privileged upbringing -
her dad was a big wheel in the porno industry. That meant I 
was going to be rated against the professionals. Second, I 
would get a good long look at her tattoo. 

I had been with her a couple of times before and noticed 
that she had a tattoo the size of Honduras on her thigh (I'm fifty 
percent sure it was her right thigh) . Of course, I couldn't just 
stare at it, in fact I couldn't even acknowledge its presence. But 
since the three of us had been having great sex, I thought I'd 
check it out at some appropriate time. As I said, timing is 
everything. 

Anyway, she's tied up and blindfolded, so while I'm stroking 
her and kissing her and t ightening down the nipple clamps, I'm 
getting a real good look at ... what? A turkey in flames? I could
n't really tell , but since she was blindfolded and tied to my futon 
I felt brave enough to ask. 

"What is this Mary?" I asked. "Is it a bird?" 
"It's a peacock,· she said. 
"Oh, yeah,· I said. No fucking way, I thought. Whoever tat

tooed this peacock was either the world's worst artist or had 
an ax to grind · NBC. 

I didn't talk anymore and continued doing whatever sick and 
perverted things I had concocted for the rest of the evening . 
Some time during a quiet moment, there was a knock at my 
door, my unlocked door (who visits me?) . 

"Who is it?" I asked . 
"Michael , it's me," said a soft tentative voice . "Chiffon." 
Great, that's all I need, Chiffon . (Chiffon isn't her real name, 

by the way. Her real name was even stranger, like Bon Ami or 
Eraserhead). Chiffon had broken up with me two weeks ago, so 
she really had no right to be showing up at my door. 

"I can't see you right now, Chiffon . I've got company, " I yelled 
through the door. 

She came unglued. "You're in there with someone else, you 

fucker!" 
I heard the door start to open (I really should have locked it) . 

Fortunately, I had fastened the chain lock, which keeps people 
out if they don't push real hard. I sprang to the door, naked, 
and pushed against it. Despite many long hours listening to 
Dan Fogelberg records, Chiffon was strong. We struggled and 
I believed I was winning. Meanwhile, Mary was tied up, blind
folded and making like Houdini. · 

"Michael, what's going on?" she asked. 
God damn it, I thought, why didn't I gag her? And why is 

everyone calling me Michael? Anyway, as I'm pushing against 
the door and Mary's struggling with the cords (all right, 
scarves, silk fuckin ' scarves) it suddenly hits me: Maybe I can 
have sex with both of them! 

Then again, maybe not. Chiffon gave up on the door and ran 
down the stairs. I locked the door and helped Mary get untied. 
I think I said "sorry" 14 times or so and "Wow, that was weird" 
another 114 times or so, before we heard thumping noises 
against the sliding glass window. Vegetables (fruits?) rained 
down on my balcony. From the street below, Chiffon was pelt
ing my pad with tomatoes. Mary and I had the same thought: 

Who has access to produce at 11 :30 p.m .? 
"Maybe you better get out of here," I said. ''I'll walk you 

down." 
Mary drove away, while Chiffon glared at her from across 

the street. Luckily, when Mary left so did Chiffon . 
Mary and I are still great friends, despite the weird events 

and chaos of that night, because we shared something special 
that only the two of us will ever fully comprehend and appreci
ate. You see, no more than two minutes before Chiffon 
ambushed our night, Mary came real hard. Had she not, we 
might not be on speaking terms to this di;iy. w 

Like I said, timing is everything. ..l.. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'V"' 

4 :00 PM to 2:00 AM · 7 Da ys a Week 

457. 0900 · 900 Red River 



Swearing al Motoria1s 
During SXSW I was blessed not only to see, but to actu

ally HAVE Swearing at Motorists play at the Salt for Slugs 

Annual SXSW Bash! Not only were they the hair on the tick, 

Dave and Joseph kept it so cool we had to keep the place 

warm by a steady influx of bong smoke and joint flares. Due 

to the antics that went go along with the huge music festi

val, we accidentally partied through the predetermined time 

for an interview. Luckily, Jonathan at Secretly Canadian was 

able to hook me up with an e-mail interview with the duo 

that could definitely kick Batman and Robin's ass. 

Dave: Sorry it's taken so long Dayton was a madhouse. 

Some asshole that turned out to be a friend of my ex girl

friend threw a beer bottle, which missed my head but hit the 

headstock on my guitar. Anyway ... 

SFS: So, y'all really rocked my lame ass at SXSW, big mad 

monkey sound from you two. When was it you first realized 

you didn't need more people in the band than just the tan

dem? 
Dave: It was at first not a conscious effort to be a duo, just 

circumstance. After a while it was something that helped 

define us as a live band. The audience enjoys getting so 

much from so little. It feels good to be called the Two Man 

Who, although I'm not sure how accurate that is. (Actually, 

that's about fucking right on . -r.s.) 

SFS: How can you accurately describe your love of Dayton, 

and when was the last time you played without an Ohio flag 

back-drop? 
Dave: Actually, the last time we played without it was oddly 

enough June 1st, 2001 in Columbus, Ohio which is the cap

ital. We played Ohio State University's Springfest 2001 , on 

this giant outdoor stage, but the rigging was to high to hang 

the flag. And there was no backdrop on the stage. Besides 

that, it has been proudly flown over stages around the world 

for about two years. 

SFS: Do you like it when someone gets you real high then 

puts you out on the street to deal with cops on horses? 
Dave: I almost forgot about that. Hell yeah, I love to wonder 

if I'm going to get trampled when I can't feel my face. In gen

eral, I encourage people to bring me some good local herb. 

It helps me better understand the city I'm playing in . 

SFS: How many times a week do you see the Guided by 

Voices reference? 
Dave: Too many 



SFS: Have you ever thought of tour
ing with Local H, Migas, and the 
Murmurs and calling it the 2X4 
Tour? 
Dave: Never. 

SFS: How is the tour going and 
have you tragically became one of 
our kick-ass bands who are "really 
popular in Europe" but still lack 
press and spotlights rock stars like 
you two so richly deserve? 
Dave: I love to play live. I want to 
sell records. Touring allows both of 
these events to take place and pos
itively enhance each other. It builds. 
The more shows you play, the more 
records you sell, the more records 
you sell, the more kids at your next 
show in that city. The more kids at 
the show the more fun you have 
playing. I can't think of it any other 
way. We are fortunate enough right 
now to be getting some great 
press, and in turn are having great 
shows. 

SFS: How much easier is it to tour 
knowing you only have to keep up 
with equipment and drink tickets 
for two? 

Dave: Scheduling is easier, and in 
fact, everything is easier. Joseph 
and I get along great, and pretty 
much know when to give each 
other space when travelling. We 
are really easy going guys. 
Someone recently asked me if 
Joseph and I were having a contest 
to see who could be the nicest, and 
in a weird way I thought that was 
probably not too far off the mark. 

SFS: How far is it to Telford and 
North Main exactly? 
Dave: Long enough to smoke a 
joint, drink half a beer, and still be 
sweating from the phone call. 

SFS: You have so much energy on 
stage, have you ever fucked shit up 
hard while jumping around like you 
do? 
Dave: Unfortunately, I have taken a 
few spills over the years, tripping 
over monitors, twisting ankles, 
falling off the stage. It is embar
rassing when it happens, but I can't 
seem to calm it down on stage, no 
matter how much weed I smoke. I 
just get a little out of hand some
times; carried away I guess you 
could say. 

SFS: In a hundred words or less, 
feel free to give all the ups and 
props you always scream for the 
Buck-Eyed State at your shows. 
Dave: When in Dayton: 
1 . Smoke weed 
2 . Listen to WYSO 91.3 fm and 
Flyer Radio 99.5 fm 
3 . Read the Impact Weekly 
4 . See who's playing at Canal 
Street Tavern 
5. Eat at Flying Pizza 
6. See a film at the Neon Movies or 
Danbury Dollar Cinemas 
7. Go to the Airforce Museum 
8. Call Nick Eddy (937) 643-0026 
9. Drink at the Walnut Hills 
10. Drink at the Southern Belle 
(some people go to the Belle first, 
then the Hills; it's your call) 
11 . Find the "AfterHours" AKA 
bring your own bottle party at 
someoneis house (you will need to 
purchase "Take-Out" beer from one 
of the previously named establish
ments) 
12. Have breakfast at First Watch, 
Breakfast Club, or Golden Nugget, 
depending on what side of town you 
are on 
13. Shop at the Village Discount 
Outlet 
14. Go to the Dayton Art Institute 
15. Go to the Main Library and 
read about all the Inventions asso-
ciated with Dayton , 
1 6. Root for the Dayton Dragons 

I 
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Note: Sometimes in the zany world of the SFS, an occasional nerd 
slips in to give his two cents. In the case of Collin Hudson, who origi
nally wanted to do a piece on Hot Wheels Jr. (gasp), we've printed the 
unedited version so he could speak for himself. 

When I was asked if I 
would be interested in writ
ing about Zulu as Kono for 
SFS I was very happy to 
take on the assignment, 
due largely to the fact that 
they were unknown to me 
(c'mon Collin! -ed.) and 
they were described as a 
band with a "very powerful" 
live performance. My first 
attempt at witnessing this 
sonic assault went strange
ly awry. I spoke to ZAK 
bassist Josh Chalmers on 
the telephone. A few days 
later I headed to Emo's 
with my friend Iris, who is 
an old Emo's regular. As 
one of the four bands on 
the bill was playing, I asked 
the bartender which band 
was on stage. He informed 
me it was indeed, Zulu as 
Kono. Something was 
wrong , however, as the 
band on stage was not 
delivering a powerful per
formance at all. I was con-

fused, befuddled and flab
bergasted. Could this be? I 
was expecting so much 
more. I went home thinking 
that I was some how short 
changed, ripped off even. 

So I called Josh about 
meeting with him to get a 
copy of Zulu's latest CD. I 
did not recognize him as 
one of the members of the 
band I had seen a few 
nights prior. Not wanting to 
appear the idiot, I didn't 
ask for clarification. I then 
took the CD home to give it 
a listen. As the disc began 
with the pounding, pulsing 
"Only Hate Can Make You 
Happy", I had a feeling 
something was not quite 
right. So I began to look 
over the band's press kit. 
"Two guitarists, two 
bassists, and two drum
mers" read the information 
sheet. Alas, I did not see 
Zulu as Kono afterall, but 
some other band entirely. I 

felt at the same time anx
ious, yet relieved. Anxious 
that I had made a mistake, 
and relieved that I did not 
have to write about this 
other un-engaging band I 
had seen. I have written 
about many Austin bands, 
but this was a first for me. 
That is the first and last 
time I take a bartender's 
word on anyth ing other 
than when it's closing time. 

I had the opportunity to 
reset the scene so to 
speak and try one more 
time to see this unique 
band. Will the real Zulu as 
Kono please stand up? 
Things seem to be more in 
balance when I returned to 
Emo's once again to do my 
duty. This time I had met 
Josh and listened to the 
CD a few times, so I was 



feeling more confident and less the fool. I spoke 
to Josh just before he went on stage. This 
time I was ready, or so I thought. 

I'm not sure if anything can actually pre
pare one for the onslaught that is Zulu as 
Kono . I have never seen anything quite like 
them, before or since. The closest compari
son I could ·make, the first thing that popped 
into my mind, was that the band reminded me 
of seeing Rush for the first time when I was 
but a wee lad. Of course, Zulu has twice the 
manpower, being a sextet as opposed to a 
trio. 

I could not help but think how the band 
would look perfectly symmetrical on stage if 
one of the bassists played lefty, as one of the 
guitarists was, but that is just my imbalanced 
mind revealing itself. I have always liked 
bands that have two guitarists that work off of 
each other and trade licks, starting way back 
with Thin Lizzy when I was very young. But to 
have two drummers and two bassists also , I 
was amazed at the shear force of the sound. 
I was just sorry that I had no earplugs that 
night, as I usually do. I try to preserve my 
hearing for future generations. I could feel 
the bass lines bouncing around in my chest 
cavity. 

Speaking of cavities , I think those guys 
shook a couple of fillings in my teeth loose. I 
usually like to stand right up front and soak it 
all in, but not this night, not with out 
earplugs. I found a place in the room that 
was comfortable for me to stand and listen to 
the entire set, which seemed brief, I suppose 
because there were once again four bands 
on the line up. I found myself fully consumed 
with the sound of each song, and anticipating 
the next. 

Most of the tunes are instrumental, rich 
with sonic layers of texture. I must have 
looked like a deer stuck in the headlights , 
standing there with my mouth open . I was 
amazed with both the sounds and the fact 
that I had never seen this band. It is difficult 
to describe Zulu as Kano's sound , but it is 
impossible to escape . It's likely a safe bet 
that you wouldn't ever see any of these guys 
doing choreographed dance steps while 
wearing headset mies. I think I will swing by 
my dentist and have those fillings checked 
before I attend another Zulu as Kono show. 

! 
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People tell me Sunday 
nights are no night for a rock 
show, but they could not be 
more wrong. With the teeth
rattling clamor of an empty L 
train screaming into your ear, 
while bums discussing the 
panhandling week ahead 
them chatter like apes, you 
know it's gonna be a good 
time. It starts with that hum 
that becomes the music in 
your mind, sufficiently fueled 
by cheap Absinthe and nicely 
smoked green Buddha from 
the burbly-boo. Anyone who is 
down with the cheeba knows 
about the stadium rock show 
for one that erupts in your 
mind when the stoniness rams 
it down~ 

This special music, which 
only you can hear, which also 
makes you slowly nod your 
head without the help of a 
walkman or pay-for-play radio, 
is one of the few things that 
makes me stick out the cloven 

hoof anymore. So when I 
hear a band whom as 
able to translate the 
notion and put into 
motion of just rocking the 
fuck out, you bet your 
balls I will be there. Even 
if it is in Manhattan; and 
Atombombpocketknife is 
that band. 

Now I must admit 
one of the reasons I 
moved to the Big Apple 
was supposedly the leg
endary rock scene. Yeah 
fucking right. It is if you 
consider all the trust fund 
kids kicking out 80 bucks 
a pop for old Iron Maiden 
satin jackets so they can 
pretend they've been 

rockcore since day one. I 
guess those late '90s altern-a
nation barbed wire arm band 
tattoos washed off easier than 

I thought. I am not saying 
there is no rock/indie/post
hardcore/insert-clever-name
here-to-impress-girl-at-the-bar 
scene, it's just very unappreci
ated. With lines to get into vel
vet rope clubs to hear music 
usually reserved for European 
gay porn, I cry rock star tears 
every time I walk into a near 
empty venue for bands like 
Atombombpocketknife, who 
truly do kick my ass. 

Unfortunately for me, I 
arrived in time to see the 
Great Collapse. They had 
adeptly named themselves, 
because that exactly what 
their set did. Just fucking up 
and died at the end, as if they 
realized the queens of the 

black hair 
brigade in 
the crowd 
were not 
buying 
t h e i r 
sh lock 
r o c k , 
much less 
going to 
sleep with 
them. The last song tried sev
eral times to end itself but kept 
limping on like Ted Dansen's 
career. 

After this display in 
humanoidism, they of course 
told us of the merch in the 
back, and to come say hi. The 
ladies in the crowd will say 
grace to the disgrace you just 
made in their face. But any
way, the place cleared out as if 
Puff Daddy, errr P. Diddy 
(signed your music career 
death warrant with that one 
didn't you, tough guy), pulled a 
gun when Atombomb-pock
etknife came on , who were at 
last better by a factor of 5, but 
required the ability to follow 
complex rhythms instead of 
just bopping your head and 
checking out the chicks bop
ping their heads checking you 
out. 

Which reminds me of anoth
er band on Subpop Records I 
saw a few months ago in 
Texas. The band is the awe
some Nebula, who will rock 
your ass into a frenzy if you're 
not careful. These guys blast
ed Austin's Emo's for the sec
ond time in the past year. This 
show would rival their spec
tacular SXSW Showcase ear
lier in the Spring. Steve, the 
publicist at Subpop, works his 
ass off for legitimate rock and 
roll bands with a new (ye gods 
new!) sound. 

Speaking of which, Alkaline 
Trio (of fools) sounded just 
like, and I mean to the chords, 
like Green Day, but they were 
wearing ties! Ties I say! So it's 
a new band, whatever. It's like 
that Simpsons where Malibu 
Stacy has a new hat, so they 
don't buy Lisa Lionheart. Go 
team indie rock! 

But, speaking of insanely 
cute girls on bass, Allison of 
Atombombpocketkn ife not 

only got the Salt for Slugs 
Rock'n'Roll Fantasy award, 
barely beating out Leslie from 
Murder City Devils, but she 
actually rocks like a llama in a 
cage. With the addition of 
Chet, who has a great solo 
side project, to Justin, who 
has to many side projects real
ly to mention here, on guitar 
makes for even more walls of 
sound to tear your castles 
down. 

And I can't give out all the 
props without mentioning the 
mad monkey pounding on 
drums, creating the unrock 
sounds. If you think unrock is 
a derogatory, you not only are 
reading the wrong music 
review section; you just do not 
get it. 

What is unrock? Get out of 
your houses and support the 
local and travelling rock scene 
and see. Don't just read it 
here to spew out at a bar, look 
in your Scandinavian-made 
cargo pants for your Swiss 
army atombombpocketknife 
that keeps whispering to you, 
"De Plane, Boss, De Plane!" 
It's these sweet nothings it is 
whispering that beseech you 
to quit watching the Weakest 
Link and to stop being on in 
the culture chain . Our music 
scene is on the verge of both a 
collapse and rebirth , with the 
Big 5 ready to nail the coffin 
shut on originality with their 
Boy Band nails. I, for one, am 
not gonna sit on my hands and 
watch it happen again, not 
when the American music 
scene is just recovering from 
our Nirvana syndrome where 
every band HAD to be a block
buster. 

So the next time you see a 
kick ass band rolling into town 
or a great local act shaking 
cages, ask yourself, are you 
on the rock bus, or off it? I 





Freak on a Mission: 
The ~acob Schulze Interview 

by Stabler Hsu 

SFS: Let's begin with the basics. What are your meas
urements, turn-ans.turn-offs, and favorite color? 

Jacob: I am seven feet tall and hung like Odin. Turn ans 
are: girls with speech impedements, conspiracy theories, 
Atari 2600; Turn offs are: children; old people, animals, 
flowers, unicorns, etc ... my favorite color is black like my 
heart. 

SFS: What instruments do you play? How many bands 
are you iri now, what are their names? 

Jacob: If it makes a noise I will attempt to make noise 
with it. I play guitar, various keyboeards and synthesisers, 
banjo, bass, drums, pedal steel. I am in three bands cur
rently. Winger, Warrant, and Saga. No one can stop me 
now. Tonight, I am on the loose. Seriously, I play guitar for 
Seth Tiven's legendary Dumptruck, I pound the Farfisa 
and the tambourine in The American People (hey, buy our 
record), and I am proud to play with three other major 
dudes when we call ourselves the Dismukes. 

SFS: Do you have different reasons for doing each proj
ect? 

Jacob: The main reason is I have trouble quitting. 
Sometimes I forget that I play music. Being in as many 
bands as possible helps me remember what I am on 
earth for. Plus , that's three times the free beer in any 
given week. 

SFS: How did Dismukes form and where does that name 
come from? 

Jacob: Dismukes started when Andrew Duplantis and I 
were playing in Paul Minor's Great Big Ego, and Droobie 

"Ifs grapey.'' 
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ears we stepped off the hard-packed 
road and sunk into snow up past our 
shins. Legs were set in motion and the 

hike began. 
Once out of the wind-scoured 

rocky plain, we entered the muffled, 
church-like silence of the thickly. 

covered forest. We hiked in 
silence. The occasional heavy 
drift went past our knees and 
made the slogging slow. 

Eventually, after consulting the 
map multiple times and almost taking a 
few wrong turns, we reached the north
west corner of an old cow pasture. The 
gray, rough-hewn posts were intermit
tently strewn with rusted barbwire. A 

rusting hulk of an old Caterpillar 
tractor sat squatly near the fence. 

We rested for a moment. Water was consumed, 
chocolate was crunched. Slightly more invigorated, 
Yo showed me the time: 4:21. We had covered three 
miles in about three hours - not too bad for humping 
through almost two feet of unbroken snow, but 
not good enough. Deciding earlier to forget 
about setting up the tent, we had set our course 
for an Adirondack shelter located about a mile 
farther down the trail. 

"Damn," Yo commented, "think we'll make to 
the shelter before dark?" 

The sky, already ominously gray at the start 
of our hike and spitting flakes, had begun to 
quickly advance through steadily darker 
hues. The wind was picking up and the snow, 
varying in intensity since we got out of the 
truck, had established a steady rhythm. I shrugged 
my weary shoulders and tightened my straps. We fol
lowed the obscured trail down away from the field 
and started on an uneven path, which wound through 
a dense pine forest. The pines were heavily laden with 
mounds of snow. What was left of the dim early 
evening light fell a few notches as we cautiously 
strode on. Flashlights were clicked on, but the weak 
beams did little to illuminate the white path. After what 
seemed like a few hours, we shuffled out of the sheltering 
forest and stumbled into a full-blown blizzard. 

Yo and I forged on with heads down and feet following 
one after another. It was dark. The wind tore at our inad
equate clothes. The snow was deep. Images of the laugh
ing hunter cycled through my brain. His sneering face 
loomed. The red-white beard shook as he chuckled and 
boomed, "Ain't a place for anyone in the winter! The ani
mals'!! love yer soft city flesh!" I shook my head, trying to 
clear the hallucination. It wavered. The hunter's face and 
red and white beard melted and slowly pulsed into a grin
ning skull swirling with red and white streaks of blood, 
entrails and bits of bone while a long-dead deer carcass 
rose up and ambled closer and closer ... the hollow eye 

sockets sprouted worms ... the rotten lips curled up in a 
snarl of blinding canine fangs bursting to a calm, soothing 
whiteness. A cradle of comforting white. A loud whooshing 
filled my ears and a persistent tugging, tugging, tugging ... 
"Hoooeeemmmeeyyy ... duuuoooddde." 

A pop cracked my reverie and the stinging cold of snow 
snapped me to attention. I was face down in a drift and Yo 
was pulling on my pack and trying to get me up. "Dude, 
get up! C'mon, man ... yer gonna get frostbite on yer 
nose!" Yo shouted over the swirling snow. I rolled over on 
my backpack and slipped out of the straps. I laboriously 
got to my knees and then stood up. Yo helped brush the 
snow off of my jacket and my face. I shook my head and 
shi~ered. My hat was gone. "Thanks, man," I said. "What 
happened?" 

"I don't know man, I looked back and you where gone. 
When I came back, I saw yer backpack sticking outta 
drift ... you musta stumbled into it. .. " 

I nodded and hefted my backpack back on. Yo 
steadied me. We got our bearings as much as we 
could muster in the middle of a whiteout blizzard. Yo 
yelled over the howling wind, "Hey, I think I see a 

building or something over to the right! Let's head 
that way!" I nodded. 

We clambered up the slight incline 
toward the dark shape shifting in and out of the 
blanking white. Upon it, we discovered it was the 
outhouse that was shown on the map next to 
the Adirondack shelter. We grabbed each 
other's hands in recognition - the shelter was a 
few steps away. 

The three-sided structure's floor was cov
ered in a two-inch thick sheet of ice. Yo and I 
exchanged red-faced looks of exasperation. I 
spied a ladder in the corner. Aha! This shelter 

had a loft! We climbed the ladder and pushed our 
gear into the fairly snug space. A few ripped pieces of 
plastic lazily flapped in the slight breeze that worked 
its way through the cracks in the boards. As we 

changed into warmer, drier clothes, Yo 
and I noticed that the bottom halves 

of our pants and our jackets (saturat
ed with sweat and melted snow) froze 
solid as soon as we took them off. My 
jacket stood up by itself, as if inhab
ited by an invisible creature. 
Sleeping pads laid out and 
sleeping bags unstuffed, Yo 
and I snuggled in with all of 
our dry clothes on. We were 
still cold. Not really wanting to 
go through the motions of cooking 
anything, we started to eat all of our 
food that didn't require preparation. 
We set up the stove and fashioned 
the windscreen into a heat reflector. 
The subsequent heat allowed us to 
warm our hands and faces and 

(continued on pg. 75) 



Freak On the loose ... 

The Rich 
Interview 
as Documented by 
Boaz Dror 

Once a year, Cap City 
Comedy Club holds an event 
known as "Funniest Person In 
Austin," which draws leagues Gf 
amateur comedians to the stage 
to pit their skills against one 
another's. The winner earns the 
right to be named FPIA, and is 
given the famed red robe and 
golden burger king crown. The 
contest, sponsored by VH-1, con
sists of two semifinals, through 
which a total of fifty-or-so comics 
have to deliver the goods to 
make it to the big final night. That 
translates to two sets, or two rou
tines, by each comic. A dozen 
comics make it through to the 
finals, where the winner is select
ed by comedians who are no 
longer funny. This year's winner, 
Rich Gabe, is the only comic in 
existence (in the modem comedy 
era) to ever do two different sets 
over successive nights (I didn't 
verify this, but I feel it). At the time 
this must have seemed like a big 
risk, but it eventually paid off. 
When I sat down to interview 
Rich I should have asked him 
about this risk, but I forgot. In fact, 
I interviewed Rich twice, but the 
first interview, which was done 
with Chris Fairbanks present (this 
year's runner up), was lost in a 
fire. Rumors as to the cause of 
the fire being Rich Gabe himself, 
maniacally hurt by the inclusion 
of his fiercest rival, should be 
ignored. 

A little bit about the bits: Rich's 
first set was a time-travel routine. 
Using 10-10-237, "which saves 
on collect calls and allows you to 
dial back in time," Rich placed a 
collect call to Judas Iscariot. He 
then pretended to be Jesus and 
riled Judas up so much with 
crank call jokes that he unwitting
ly caused the historically signifi
cant betrayal, changing the world 
from one ruled by Jews to one 
ruled by so called "Christians". 

This routine, which is even more 
complicated than it sounds, 
seemed way too cerebral to 
make the commoners in atten
dance laugh. But laugh they did, 
and Rich was on his way to the 
finals. 

At the finals, Rich whipped out 
his "go-to" routine, a ventrilo
quism act done with a tape 
recorder dummy. This act was so 
funny I literally stopped breathing 
through a large portion of it. I'm 
not allowed to reveal the details, 
since a larger comedic corpora
tion quickly bought out the act, 
but since they now allow Rich to 
do it sometimes, you may catch it 
whenever he performs. 

This was my first interview, but 
I had read a lot of Details and 
other men's magazines. I there
fore knew that the important thing 
was to have it take place at an 
"in" restaurant, and have Rich 
walk in with sunglasses on, grog
gy and mysteriously aloof, and 
then at some point in the inter
view have him reach across the 
table and languidly light an 
expensive imported cigarette with 
a silver lighter that catches the LA 
sunlight whipping off a passing 
Ferrari. With all that in place, it 
couldn't fail. 

SFS: Ok, so Rich Gabe, this is 
the part where I'm gonna start. 
OK? 
Rich: I have to warn you I'm tired. 
SFS: You're tired? What the hell 
does that mean? 
Rich: I don't know ... I'm not... 
SFS: You won't be expected to 
be very funny, so don't worry. 

Rich: OK. Good. 
SFS: What made you tired? 
Rich: I worked all day. 
SFS: And where do you work? 
Rich:The Bookcase store. 
SFS: Is that a comedic profes
sion? 
Rich: No. Not at all. It's horribly 
unfunny. 
SFS: But you're a comic now? 
Rich:I am. And a bookcase store 
employee. 
SFS: So comedy isn't a full time 
job? 
Rich: No. It should be, though. It 
can be, but not where I'm at. So 
far. 
SFS: You're officially Austin's 
funniest person. Are you not? 
Rich: Technically, yes. 
SFS: Who is the governing body 
that bequeathed you with this 
title? 
Rich: Five judges. From around 
the country. Who judged me. The 
funniest. 
SFS: Are they official? 
Rich: Yes. They're real judges. 
Not professional judges, but 
they're somehow part of the com
edy field . 
SFS: The global comedy field? 
Rich: Yes. 
SFS: So this is through 
Switzerland somehow? 
Rich: Yes. Swiss judges who go 
from town to town judging come
dy. 
SFS: Since winning, what has 
changed in your life? 
Rich: I've had more gigs, and 
done more stuff. I've bombed 
more than ever, and done worse. 
SFS: So winning Austin's funni
est person was a boost to your 



career? 
Rich: At first, until they found out I couldn't ha 
take it away from me. 
SFS: How long will your reign as Aus · 
Rich: For one year. 
SFS: Upon which? 
Rich: I will pass it on, when t 
after their world tour of j 
Austin and I'll pass it on 
SFS: Do you get a 
Rich: No, I do not. 
SFS: Thafs bulls · 
Rich: I know. I • we 5h0u d have a "Laugh-off' between me and 
all the other pa.Sf winners. ut I do get to host next year's contes 
SFS: Do you '.fiave a eon that? 
Rich: Next .'Fnt Mbnday of May, next year? I'll get yo 
It'll probably be my next gig, anyways. 
SFS: Hov/'°"l1 havf you been funny, Rich? 
Rich:~- of months, now. Since I won the con 
SFS: . contributed to your funniness? 
Rich: · , rd work, my parent's support, g 
high scl:iool... I ~·t know. 
SFS: \M'l8t makes a person funny? 
Rich: l don't ow. Are these the 
questi : you'te going to ask me? 
My po~ always hea' aboul 

funny .·. ··.•·•· , nny lawyers, even funny , .. · res. And funny fire-
men, cisJ funny cops, but there are 
very f4.:Crim&Crime-fi9hting or fire-fight
ing or~~ ' ed comedians. 
SFS: Sctis your oice of comedy 
as a pro~ .. ' dlie to some sort of 
laziness, lo your pa.rt? 
Rich: I thtrikso, • e I could have 
grown up to be a funn fireman, but 
I guess I'd be a funny come-
dian instea . VVhich ere aren't 
many of. Not ou would think. 
SFS: Did you !:Jl..llUUC~ 
Rich: Yes, I did. 
SFS: Did you major in 
Rich: No. Communi 
comedy as much as a 
SFS: How do you use yo 
comedy? 
Rich: A lot of pop-culture re 
ture references, but I end up usi 
it. 

as pretty much geared towards 
en I got my degree. 

· Communications in your 

SFS: Is that something that comedians 
Rich: No. But a lot of people do it cause ... 
the nineties.' No, comedians use them becaus 
obsessed, as a people. 
SFS: Where do you see comedy taking you? 
Rich: To other cities. Around the country, and maybe someday 
get to judge other comedians. 
SFS: Do you ever plan on taking on these other comedians? 
Rich: Yes. And have a big laugh off. 
SFS: How funny is Austin compared to these other places? 
Rich: We have the best scene in the country. Maybe. 
SFS: What is it about Austin? 
Rich: No hacks. In other cities they have lots of hacks. But we 
have none. 
SFS: What's a hack? 

a , you n 
jokes. I won't say the na 

teals jokes outright or someone who 
situations like cats and dogs, 

y do they call it blah-blah
a good one: Airplane 

city here in Texas, 
which is predominantly all-hack. 
SFS: San Antonio? 
Rich: I didn't say that. 
SFS: Have you ever had bits stolen from y 
Rich: No. Not yet. That I know of. They'd have 
my jokes are so long and involved. But I steal 
vaudeville mies that no one knows, so nobody 

enerations of comedians go 

expect to 
s or funny 

or stuff. They 
. They should go 

here's a lot of comics 
icism. Audiences are very 

towards expecting a comic to act a 
certain way. Which is a shame, because there's a lot of comics who, 
because they don't act that way, aren't gonna be as famous. 
SFS: Do you feel yourself looking to defy expectations? Or gratify 
them? Or what? 
Rich: So far I've done a lot of stuff that's been skit based, almost 
like old vaudeville, but without the talent. Old school, long, five or six 
or ten minute bits. My stuffs more linear than just going from joke to 
joke, topic to topic. I try to do weird stuff, odd stuff when I can. 
SFS: How many bombs have you had in your career? 
Rich: A lot. Did I mention I've had more since I've won the contest? 
Yeah. If they could, I think they would take back the award. But I've 
done good, too. A couple of times. 
SFS: What do you have to tell yourself to get through it? 

·That I don't want to spend my life working a real ·o 
· so someday you d ' 

u. 
Rich: There , a good size audi
ence, and I went on second. I was supposed to do 15 minutes, 
which is basically two bits, and I did the first bit, which is a story I do 
with pictures, and people were pretty much staring at me like I was 
TV, and not funny TV at that. Then after that I did my ventriloquism 
bit, which is usually a sure-fire bit but they could care less. And I 
came to the part where I said, 'thank you that's my time,' and usu
ally audiences, even if they didn't like you at all, will dap to be nice, 

(continued on pg. 74) 
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What would a freaked out issue 
be like without mention of the orig
inal maniac Texas poet WB 
Massey Ill? Anyone who's had the 
pleasure of picking up his work 
knows the extreme depths of 
white trash Texas livin' and is 
scared. His latest work, Tales from 
Hardcore Texas is pure genius 
beginning with the words inside 
and ending with some crafty duct 
tape bind~ry work and still photo 
presentation. True grit in Texas 
still alive, believe it. If you've 
ever felt like digging deeper into 
that which is real redneck, cheap 
beer consuming bliss, write to 
the man himself and order up 
some fresh copies of his fine 
work: Genuine Lizard Press, P.O. 
Box 2044, Ft Worth, TX 76113 

Hey Slugfucks, 
I just thought about it, that would be a great name 

for a band, "The Slugfuck Fuckers". It looks like 
another perfect Sunday morning. I've got plenty of 
beer and weed. I'm fixin' to be rollin' and pop'n ... 
shit. I went to the small town of Grandview yesterday. 
I bought a barbeque hot link sammich from an old 
man. His left leg looked like the elephant man's 
head. I'm here to tell ya , you don't get a· treat like that 
every goddamn day. Here's a copy of some of my 
new stuff. Feel free to reprint or review any of this or 
Tales from HCTX. You have my permission. 

A few beers down the road, 
WB Massey Ill 'f 
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THE WAY OF SIX PATHS ~D FOUR IJVES 



A shot rings out across Broadway in broad daylight and no one 
flinches. It's Monday morning and the UTZ Potato Chips delivery 
guy across the street unloads his truck in perfect indifference. No 
one screams. No one points or gawks. There are no tourists here. 
There is no "theatre district" here, save for the twin-screen 
Commodore movie house down the street. No bright lights. No big 
city. Only three-story brick landscapes enveloped in liquid night 
mystery. Elevated train tracks cast immovable shadows and the 
gutters, awash in bile and piss, are barely noticeable. Directly 
above, on a rusted steel neon sign, white letters bleed dirty, clotted, 
reddish-brown figures: The Glenwood. 

Under the awning of the dime store below, an average-sized 
man stands stoically, wearing an immaculate white wife beater. His 
belly bulges proudly over his firmly-tightened leather belt. Trying to 
avoid eye contact, you pass him and ring the outside buzzer, which 
gets you nothing. You ring again, and an anonymous voice probes 

, from beyond the speaker, "Can I help you?" 
"I'm looking for Pleasant." 
There's no reply, but the door buzzes. Really wishing you had 

brought a dirty rag for the occasion, you reach for the door handle 
and lumber up the foreboding flight of stairs, wondering how the 
drunks negotiate the steep steps every night. You come up to an 
open floor with twelve-foot high ceilings. On the wall before you 
hangs a sign from the Health Department. It shows the profile of a 
man who seems to be expunging some sort of gaseous substance 
from his mouth. The caption reads: "Cover your mouth with a tissue 
or your hand when you cough." And it goes onto explain the pletho
ra of airborne diseases, such as tuberculosis, which can be spread 
and contracted by not following these simple sanitary instructions. 
This is the part where you wish you had brought a surgical mask. 

To the left of the wall is a small, wooden, toolshed-like structure 
with a window in front covered in thick chicken wire. Entombed 
inside, or fortified behind the window (depending on your· perspec
tive), sits Pleasant Stanton, The Glenwood's day manager for the 
past 15 years. 

"Off-and-on," he'll tell you, "but I think I've overstayed my wel
come." 

He is a black 
man who appears 
to be in his mid-
to-late forties. 
The chicken-wire 
barrier serves as 
the hotel's front 
desk. Pleasant's 
unusual nomen-



clature matches his friendly 
disposition. He emerges from 
behind his barricade! to greet 
me with an honest smile and a 
firm but warm handshake. 
Pleasant hails originally from 
Newport News, Virginia, and 
speaks in that kind of southern 
drawl that could lull you to 
sleep while you swing from a 
porch hammock. He goes on to 
tell me a bit about The 
Glenwood. 

The hotel has been operat
ing as a haven for migrant 
workers, transients and all
around down-on-their-luck joes 
for about 100 years. It is the 
last of it's kind in New York City 

a genuine, bona-fide flop 
house that dates back to the 
turn of the century. Taking a 
good look around and reason
ing that the place has obvious
ly had its share of dirt, I probe 
Pleasant for some. I am hoping 
for a few lurid tales of murder
ous passion or long-harbored 
secrets. He respectfully 
declines my inquiry but then 
subversively adds, "Dead men 
don't talk." Pleasant doesn't 
talk either, about things of the 
unpleasant variety. You see, 

· just this past Saturday morn
ing, Pleasant was robbed at 
gunpoint, and isn't much in the 
mood for stories. So he lets me 

have free reign of the place instead. 
"Go wild," he says, and with that, 

I ask him if I may see a room. "Sure," 
he says, pointing to what looks like a 
broom closet, at the beginning of a 
long row of what appears to be 
many more broom closets. I open 
the door to reveal a 4x6-foot cubicle 
with a low cot and a naked mattress 
that had seen better days when it 
was still lying in the alley. There is an 
exposed light bulb with a long chain. 
There is no ceiling above the cubi
cle; the privacy and safety one might 
gain from a properly enclosed space 
are clearly not primary concerns 
here. Looking down the long row of 
similar doors begs my next question, 

"And they're all pretty much like this?" 
"Not pretty much," Pleasant replies 

matter-of-factly. "This floor is mostly non
union migrant workers," he continues, 
"Upstairs is mostly transients of sorts." I 
see. 

Satisfied, I close the door and walk 
down the hall. Four rows of cubicles stand 
back-to-back in pairs; the whole floor 
probably houses at least two dozen men. 
On this muggy June morning, the air feels 
heavy and is thick with the stench of male 
sweat that binds to the very molecules in 
the air. The smell is not just in the air, 
however, it seems to permeate the very 
wood and the stucco walls of the building 
itself. The odor isn't quite as pungent as 
one might expect - like, say, that of a lock

er room. To their credit, Pleasant and 
his staff keep the floor tolerably 
mildew-scented. 

I venture up another long flight of 
stairs. What lies around the next cor
ner is completely unbeknownst to me. 
More of the same, locker upon locker 
of fresh meat storage. (not sure what 
is meant here. "meat storage"?) At the 
end of the hall, the sound of a show
er running draws me closer to a door. 
I do a reality check and realize that 
even in the interest of serious slug 
journalism, some mysteries are better 
left unsolved. 

The sound of the passing 'J' train 
catches my attention and I run back 
to the front of the hotel to watch it 
rush past. It nosily trucks along the 
track at window-level, as it must every 
22 minutes on its busy rush hour 

I doubt that anyone inside The 
Glenwood realizes there's any rush 
going on outside. If the somber morn
ing commuters cared to look out their 
subway cars and into this world, they 
would see me peering back at them 
with a befuddled look of both wonder 
and stunned disillusionment. 

I return downstairs to what pass-



es for the hotel lobby: two wooden chairs, a few dining 
tables and a pay phone. There is a man seated in each of 
the wooden chairs. One of them, probably in his fifties and 
wearing his thin white hair in a tight buzz cut, seems eager 
to offer me his two cents:"You ain't seen nothing like this 
before, thank God!" 

The man refers to himself as Hal. He appears to be 
somewhat of regular at The Glenwood and between violent 
readjustments of his newspaper, he remarks that he stayed 
here for about ten months last year. (Note: Hal wasn't stay
ing here on this particular occasion. He was just visiting 
acquaintances and reading his morning paper.) Hal has just 
returned from out of town a couple weeks back, having just 
served the latest of presumably several stints in prison 
upstate. But he possesses a wealth of information when it 
comes to the hard and hackneyed life of the streets. Hal 
goes on to explain that The Glenwood is one of a kind, part 
of a dying breed . He recalls that the last place of its kind in 
Manhattan was in the Bowery--The White Horse, he thinks it 
was called-- and actually paid some of its lifelong tenants to 
move out when a wealthier opportunity was presented to its 
owners. It is now a newly refurbished co-op apartment. 

The Bowery, once the last bastion of the wayward, has all 
but closed its doors to the plight of the city's vagrants. Long 
gone are the days of Lower East Side barrios and tenement 
houses. With real estate capping at an all-time premium and 
the recent boom in the economy, once undesirable neigh
borhoods like the Lower East Side and Alphabet City are 
now ideal nesting grounds for pampered students and up
and-coming professionals. And the seemingly never-reced
ing expanse of Chinatown to the south has all but swallowed 
what once remained of the fabled bum's paradise. 

"It's gotten so an honest worker can't find a cheap night's 
rest," Hal remarks, "This is one of the last like this that you 
won't see again. " 

But the looming shadow of impending progress is not far 
from obscuring this landmark as well. Williamsburg, ·where 
The Glenwood sits, is one of those post-industrial Brooklyn 
neighborhoods that has felt the recent influx of artists, stu
dents and young professionals seeking cheaper rent, who 
inadvertently drive the cost of living up for those like Hal, 
eventually driving them into the streets. 

I thank Hal and Pleasant for their input and for allowing 
me into their workplace and their world. Pleasant flashes me 
that gentle smile again as I shake his hand goodbye and I 
realize that here is an obviously educated man with people 
skills who knows he could be doing something else with his 
life, but simply chooses not to. Instead, he provides a much
needed shelter to a very needy group of people. And it's 
people like 
Pleasant that 
you won't be 
seeing again. 

***** 
T h e 

Glenwood Hotel 
is located at 339 
Broadway in 
Williamsburg, 
Brooklyn. 
Rooms are rent
ed for $10.00 a 
night. A blanket 
is provided, but 
no sheets. Men 
only. !. 



How long does it take to ride 
a mutant bicycle from Austin, 
TX to Cuidad Acuna, Mexico? 
What if the bicycle was loaded 
down with circus props: unicy
cles, costumes, items to juggle 
with (i.e. machetes, juggling 
pins, torches, eggs) as well as 
one giant banana peel and a pair 
of six foot tall stilts?? One group 
of Klowns discovered that it 
takes just under three days. 

On May 16th, 2001 C.E. the 
CYCLOWN CIRKUS took the 
show on the road! They rode uni
cycles! They rode mutant bikes! 
They rode mountain bikes! They 
rode bikes made from other 
bikes! They rode their bicycles to 
Mexico! 

Why? Because they are 
Bicycle Klowns, silly! 

The Cyclown Cirkus is the 
best nomadic-vaudeville-anarchy 
money can't buy! Hailing from 
parts unknown, these freaks 

have been bringing smiles to the 
faces of children for not too 
long. Their mission: To have 
some good clean fun! The pro
motion of bicycles for the work
ing poor of Mexico! to make 
everybody stop and say "HEY!" 

Were they successful? 
Hmm ... let's see. 

Shaggy, the propmaster, 
said, "We had a great time." 
The crowd held their breath as 
Cousin Spimoni raced towards 
the "Ramp of Death"! The world 
famous Spimoni Brothers 
amazed the crowds by juggling 
flaming torches while teetering 
on unicycles! The old Mexico 
border town came to life. Every 
child laughed as Freaky-Deeky 
Spimoni ran over a banana peel 
and fell to the ground in classic 
clown style! The people learned 
that riding bicycles is free, clean 
and FUN! 

And after the dust cleared, 



ing to most.Slackers. yes we are slack. 
not in the that we cannot 

we have come for your hermaphroditic 
love ch ild, we have come to sniff their 

beneath 



SIX PACK OF BOOK REVIEWS 
BY JAMES MACLAREN 

Underground Railroad: Practical 
Advice for Finding Passengers, 
Getting Them to Safety, and Staying 
One Step Ahead of the Tyrants. 
Jefferson Mack, 2000, Paladin Press 
Paladin Press 7077 Winchester Circle 
Boulder, CO 80301 
www.paladin-press.com 

Lots of really interesting things here in this 
well researched little tome. The title pretty 
much tells it all. Nowadays, with Big 
Brother's powers growing ever stronger, it's 
not an easy thing to assist people in flight 
from massive governmental agencies. 
Agencies acting within or WITHOUT the judi
cial system to track down and lock up 
whomever they feel is worthy of their atten
tions. However, it IS doable. 

And JM is here to give you some most 
very useful tips on how to go about the busi
ness of subverting Big Brother's best efforts 
at collaring unwitting rabbits who may or may 
NOT have done anything wrong in the first 
place. 

Everything from sorting out the sheep 
from the wolves when it comes to selecting 
"passengers" for the railroad, to the nitty grit
ty nuts and bolts of operating a working rail
road. It's all there. 

And, like a menacing, but distant, cloud on 
the horizon, there's ever the thought thrum
ming low in the background, that some dark 
day it just might be YOU that's forced to buy 
a one way ticket to freedom, on a transporta
tion system that few even suspect exists. 

Good book here. 

Cold Be~r and Crocodiles: 
A Bicycle Journey into Australia. 
Roff Smith, 2000, National Geographic 
Society National Geographic Society 
1145 17th Street N.W, Washington D.C., 
20036-4688 

Oh yeah, here's a great idea. I think I'll just 
take a little time off, buy a bicycle, and then 
proceed to CIRCUMNAVIGATE the entire 
fucking continent of Australia, with nothing 
more than my own frail legs to propel me 
through nearly TEN THOUSAND miles of 
some of the most brutal terrain on this plan
et. VVhooWEE. 

However, despite the severe lunacy 
involved in the above proposition, Roff man
aged to pull it off. INCREDIBLE! 

And contained within the covers of this 
one are some perfectly FANTASTIC tales. 
Just crackerjack stuff. Strange people and 
stranger places that gyrate from homicidal to 
phenomenally . accommodating and back 

again. No way in hell can I properly describe 
the contents. Just go get the damn thing 
and read it. Time well spent. 

Ragnar's Guide to Interviews, 
Investigations and Interrogations: 
How to Conduct Them, How to 
Survive Them. 
Ragnar Benson, 2000, Paladin Press 

Excellent little book here. Ragnar is quite 
the guy when it comes to this kind of stuff. 
Another little book who,s title tells the entire 
tale. Which makes my job a whole lot easi
er, 'cause after typing the title, my review is 
pretty much already done for me. Nice, eh? 

If you're convinced that never EVER will 
you be placed in a small bare room on an 
uncomfortable chair, surrounded by OPER
ATIVES, then ok, don't bother with this one. 

Otherwise, maybe, just MAYBE you 
oughtta give it a read . You might just wind 
up sending your Good Friend Ragnar a 
thank you card some day. V\lho knows? 

Birthplace of the Winds: Storming 
Alaska's Islands of Fire and Ice. 
Jon Bowermaster, 2000, National 
Geographic Society, National Geographic 
Society, 1145 17th Street N. W , Washington 
D.C., 20036-4688 

Ok, so I just happen to LIKE psychotic 
travel books. So sue me. Birthplace of the 
Winds goes a pretty long way to prove its 
psychosis. 

Like half way down that storm wracked 
chain of oh-so-charming and friendly 
islands known as the Aleutians. This ain't no 
day at the beach folks. 

Well , wait a minute. Come to think of it, it 
IS! That's because Jon and his three travel
ing companions struck upon the perfectly 
crazed idea that it would constitute a 
SPLENDID vacation to paddle two-man 
kayaks amongst a forty mile stretch of five 
bare volcanic islands, setting foot upon 
each (some more than once), through a 
storm-whipped ocean that would desire 
nothing better than to fondle you lovingly in 
its 35 degree arms. 

Yep, they were definitely having a day at 
the beach alright. But just not the kind of 
day you think of when thumbing idly through 
a glossy travel magazine with thoughts of 
palm trees and ice cold margaritas chasing 
around your head. 

And oh, while we're at it, when we're on 
our last island, why not let's all climb up 
from our balmy 26 degree campsite across 
from the foot of Mt. Cleveland, by the 
shores of the beautiful Bering Sea, and slog 
it out across ten miles of rock, scree, and 
snow until we can peek down into an 



ACTIVE volcanic crater while being buffeted 
by a 50mph gale, 6000 feet up into the chill 
air? And when we're done peeking into the 
sulphurous pit, well by golly we'll just slog 
another ten miles right back to the camp! 

C'mon guys, whatta ya say? Wanna do 
it? 

And of course they DO. Four set out and, 
miraculously enough, four actually man
aged to make it back. 

And along the way, provide glimpses into 
a lost world of Aleuts, hidden airplane 
crashes leftover from World War II , kayak
swallowing maelstroms, and a whole lot of 
other weird and wonderful stuff. 

Fuck Club Med, I like this place better. 
Much better. So sue me. 

How To Get Anything 
ON Anybody: Book II 
Lee Lapin, 1991, /SEGO ln.c. 
/SEGO, Inc. , 2228 El Camino Real #349 
San Mateo CA 94403 
Also distributed by Paladin Press 

Well , in these fast-moving days of tech
nological change, the copyright date should 
give you a bit of pause, yes? 

Well , not exactly, no. 

Even if the stuff in this book is dated, the 
fact that this stuff EXISTS at all is well worth 
your time to check into. And, knowing how 
much that technical doojiggery can be 
"improved" in a decade, you just might 
wanna start being a trifle careful with what's 
left of your privacy. 

People don't want to think about the 
kinds of things detailed in How To ... , but 
whether they're thinking about it or not, 
somewhere someone is setting up some 
kind of devilment to pry into their life, 
whether they (or perhaps YOU) like it or not. 

Certainly not the most cheerful read, but 
well worth your time. 

A great "starter" book on this evil subject. 

Ocean's End: Travels 
Through Endangered Seas 
Colin Woodard, 2000, Basic Books 
Basic Books, 10 East 53rd Street, 
New York, NY, 10022-5299 

From tropical Pacific atolls to Antarctic 
ice sheets, from the nearby shores of the 
Gulf of Mexico, to the more distant shores of 
the Black Sea. And other places, too. 

The shit's on, folks. 

We're starting to actually mess up for real , 
that grandest feature of the entire planet's 
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surface: The World Ocean. 

After reading this one, I'm reminded of the 
cliche from Star Wars, "I've got a bad feel
ing about this." 

For real. 

And if you think this sort of thing won't 
bother you, as you brave the morning com
mute downtown, a thousand miles away 
from the nearest body of salt water, don't 
be so cocksure of yourself, ok? 

The ocean girdles the globe, and the globe 
is where you live, like it or not. The planet 
has exactly ONE ecosphere, and the 
World Ocean takes up the lion's share of 
that ecosphere. Things happening far 
beyond the blue horizon have acquired a 
nasty ability to make their presence known 
in places far far away from where the trou
bles are brewing. 

The rules of the game are being subtly, 
insidiously, changed even as we struggle 
to understand the OLD rules, and they're 
not changing for the better, that's for sure. 

Colin has managed to write a very 
INSTRUCTIONAL book, all the while man
aging to remain completely unpreachy or 
strident. "Just the facts, ma'am." 

Ocean's End is a gripping read, and shows 
clearly how decisions made by elements 
as disparate as chemical factories in 
Europe and corn farmers in Iowa can affect 
the WHOLE planet and ramify and rever
berate across lands that the factory man
agers and farmhands may not even know 
exist. Even as they continue with their 
woefully short-sighted plans to further and 
increase their own local goals. 

And it,s for that very reason that l,ve got a 
bad feeling about this. Persuading folks in 
distant States and Sovereign Nations to 
take reduce their own incomes, stores of 
food, or what have you, is going to be pret
ty much impossible until the catastrophes 
in the making have an actual, PERSONAL 
effect upon them. · 

At which time, it,s likely as not going to be 
too late to do pretty much of anything 
except to sit back and watch as the whole 
sordid story plays itself out upon a global 
stage. 

Our grandchildren and their grandchildren 
deserve better. 

Brrrrrr. 



Man Dude Wow 
What happens when a bitter, jaded 33-year-old music critic 
interviews some hot, new young turks? 

The lcatus Line interview 

"I just received the questions from Greg. 
I have a great sense of humor and all, but 
nearly every question is ridiculing , insulting 
or attacking. If Jeff is forcing an interview on 
you that is not wanted, then I apologize. But, 
I'm going to tell the band not to bother 
responding to these and we'll all try and 
have a hearty laugh together. If at anytime, 
anyone at [blank-ed.] sincerely wants to 
interview the Icarus Line, we'd be more than 
happy to oblige. Thanks, 
Blaze" [the management yo!-ed.] 

And then the band saw the questions ... 
here's what they said. 

SFS: What's with the black shirts/red ties 
thing? 
Aaron: It's the opposite of fashion ... It's anti 
fashion. There's nothing stylistic and unique 
about uniformity. [the root of uniformity being 
"uniform" no?-ed.] 
.Joe: We don't spend what little money we 
have on clothing or fashion, so I guess it's 
sorta a quick fix to a bunch of guys who don't 

The one management complained about. 

go shopping. 
SFS: Who's got the Nation of Ulysess 
records? 
.Joe: I do and I think they suck. I think the 
Make Up suck too but I don't own any of their 
records. 
Aaron: I can't say I was ever a big fan of 
theirs. Never really did anything for me. That 
singer reminds me of Prince, and that really 
bugs me. 

SFS: Buy [sic] [dude I was drunk when I 
rote these kwestions-ed.] your live footage 
included on the enhanced part of your debut 
record Mono, I see you've taken a lesson or 
two from At The Drive-In, eh? 
Aaron : Buy our live footage? Sounds good 
to me, we could use the money. 
.Joe: No bro, we were into Black Flag since 
before high school so it's been pretty much 
a punk rock thing from the start. If you ever 
saw any of the bands we were in before the 
Icarus Line you'd understand. The first band 
that made me want to have a confrontation
al approach to music and live atmosphere 

that I saw in person was probably The 
Criminals from Berkeley. Jesse used to talk 
shit and sing so close to your face that his 
spit would be running down your cheeks by 
the end of the show. Punk rock bitch! Also I 
think watching FYP getting beaten up by 
drunk skinheads at the Hong Kong gave me 
the "get them before they get you" mentality. 
At The Drive-In sure did jump a lot though. 
Aaron: Because we move around we're 
like At The Drive-In? Eh ... No .. . We've been 
in "hardcore punk" bands since before we 
could drive, running around like fools . 
Haven't you ever seen a Bad Brains video 
dude? [no dude. but I saw them live in '86. or 
was that '85? where you out of diapers 
then?-ed.] 

SFS: Why does everyone in Hollywood feel 
they need a gimmick? 
.Joe: I dunno, why does everyone in New 
York gotta front? [good point. I think it's all 
that ink in their skin. makes them testy.-ed] 
Aaron: Everyone in bands in Hollywood? Is 
that what you mean? Tool, Jane's Addiction, 



and Guns n' Roses were from Hollywood 
and didn't have gimmicks, they were just 
good bands. [um yeah. bald prog-rock/metal 
singer wearing nothing but underwear, 
transvestite junkie w/dreads, glam 
band ... yer right. no gimmicks there.-ed.] 

SFS: Nobody is REALLY from Hollywood. 
Where are you all from? (I spent four years 
in Los Feliz so I'll know if you're lying) 
.Joe: People actually do live in Hollywood ... 
blacks, mexicans, asians, whites, the whole 
gamut, so obviously you've never been 
here. Liar [I didn't ask if people live there but 
rather "are you from there?"-ed.]. Blaze 
James lives in Hollywoodland right off Santa 
Monica next to the clinic. Aaron lived in 
Hollywood right off Hollywood Blvd. till he 
was evicted during our last string of tours. I 
live in Highland Park [not in Hollywood-ed.], 
Alvin resides in San Gabriel [definitely not 
Hollywood, it's not on the same Thomas 
Guide page-ed.] Lance is in Pasadena 
[again. Not Hollywood-ed.] and Capto drinks 
in Norwalk [So really none of you live in 
Hollywood except your bitch ass manager
ed.]. All of which are within ten minutes of 
downtown and Hollywood. 
SFS: Did you raise money for your record 
by standing on the street corner? (6100 
block Santa Monica, say) 
.Joe: No, but we actually got our name from 
a famed Santa Monica Blvd. male tranny 
nicknamed "Icarus" that gave the ultimate 
oral stimulation ... hence the line to receive 
his services. Besides, does our record actu
ally sound like we spent money on it? 

SFS: Got any Jesus Lizard records? 
.Joe: Yeah, I've got some Tool records too. 

SFS: How cool is Mark Trombino? 
.Joe: Not really. 

SFS: I think you guys sound like Tad. How 
does that make you feel? 
.Joe: Like we're the heaviest shit around. 

SFS: David Yow is God. No? 
.Joe: I don't go to church. 

SFS: Doesn't LA suck. If you could live any
where, where would ·it be? 
.Joe: No. Los Angeles pretty much rules the 
world and you know it. I'm born and raised, 
been all over the world and have yet to be 
impressed with a town to even consider relo
cation. The climate is perfect and it's pretty 
much as close to paradise as you're gonna 
get in the states. New York on the other 
hand is the scurge of the earth [you've obvi
ously never be to Cleveland, Baltimore or St. 
Louis-ed.]. Why would anyone want to have 
humanity forced into their lives at such 
grotesque levels all the fucking time? Living 
on top of each other like smelly kittens at the 
comer pet store [or ants-ed.] .. . no thanks. 
Every street is like a MTV hip hop runway; 
it's like TRL got cancer and is spilling out 
onto the streets ... weak. I need beaches and 

backyards. Another margarita please ... . 

SFS: Every [sic] party with Scott Weiland in 
Pasadena? 
.Joe: No, but I drink at a bar called the 
Colorado that is located directly across the 
street from where he got busted for smack. I 
think Travis Keller is pals with the guy but we 
don't have many friends around town. 

SFS: In junior high did you go to Jabberjaw? 
.Joe: In junior high I played the Jabberjaw. 

SFS: Aren't those Flipside writers creepy? 
.Joe: Flipside is dead and gone bro. 

SFS: I like the Melvins. Do you? 
.Joe: Stoner Witch. 

SFS: Nice album artwork. Influenced by 
Blaze James' dreams no? 
.Joe: Yeah you got it man, hit that nail on the 
head. How'd you guess? So perceptive of 
you. 

SFS: Web sites are gay. Dontcha think? 
Aaron: Agreed. 
Joe: Go to ratemyrack.com 

SFS: Techie info: Who is playing what 
through what? 
Alvin: Fender Mustang guitar, Hiwatt head, 
Marshall cab 
Lance: G&L bass, GK head, Ampeg cab 
.Joe: Sure mic, Boss delay pedal 
Capto: Tama drums, Vadar sticks, DW bass 
pedal 
Aaron: Hagstrom Ill guitar, Mesa Boogie 
head, Marshall cab 

SFS: Do your amps go to eleven? 
.Joe: Come to a show and you'll find out. 

SFS: Who do you turn to for lyrical inspira-

tion (besides chuck bukowski)? 
.Joe: Chuck Dukowski. [da-dump-ba! rim 
shot!-ed.] 

SFS: Every [sic] spend a friday night hang
ing out in the Valley? 
.Joe: Only when we were recording Mono in 
North Hollywood. Fuck the Valley. 
Aaron: Not to sound like a pompous ass
hole, but that's the second time you've used 
the word "every" when you should have 
used "ever''. Get that checked out bro. 
[champagne of beers, bro.-ed.] 

SFS: Favorite city to play out of state is .. .. 
why? 
.Joe: Vancouver cos there's tons of shady 
whores to take our money and there's plen
ty of bomb chrons to smoke on the way 
home. 

SFS: The hipster kids hate you because ... 
.Joe: We give the time of day to web sites 
like insound.com 

SFS: Funniest celebrity encounter. 
.Joe: I saw Carmen Electra eating with Dave 
Navarro at some diner the other night, not 
really funny though. 

SFS: What is it you really want me to 
say/write about your band? 
[the band chose not to answer this question
ed.] 

Who is Ed? This interview is dedicated to 
punk rock-San Francisco style. I remember 
reading Thrasher and there would always be 
these comments by Ed. It took me years to 
figure out it was the ominpresent editor 
speaking. I 







SFS: I just called your ass and 
you weren't there 
Chris: Yea, I know. I was out 
working on the van . We just got 
a new van, that's why I haven't 
been around . Our old van, I 
don't know. It's los
ing oil pressure, the 
bottom end of the 
motor is all screwed 
up. 
SFS: Not- some
thing you want to 
drive across the 
country in? 
Chris: No. Exactly. 
Actually, I've been 
rebuilding a ·motor 
with a friend of 
mine on a '69 GTO, 
but if I had two 
weeks I could 
[rebuild the van 
motor] but we don't 
have that much 
time. So we got 
another van and 
we ' re going to sell the old one. 
That's why I've been incommu
nicado. I had to drive three 
hours out to the middle of 
nowhere to buy this van . 
SFS: So what's this ranch that 
Jami at Man's Ruin keeps talk
ing about? Like 'Oh, they're at 
the ranch'. 
Chris: It's a piece of land that 
me and my brother have outside 
of San Francisco, near Napa . 
SFS: That's got to be a good 
drive from the city? 
Chris: Uh, yeah. I got a good 
car. 
SFS: So after all those years in 
Unsane, you still decided to 
continue down the path of rock 
& roll domination? 

Bloody Fucking Music 

Chris: (Laughing) I guess so. 
No. Cutthroats is more fun . With 
Unsane, we toured so much and 
did it for so long that it was a lot 
more fun to do something new. 
SFS: It still seems like you're 

an angry young man? 
Chris: Oh yea? I'll be alright. 
SFS: It always seems that a lot 
of bands are a product of their 
environment. You take a look at 
NYC and you can see how 
Unsane's sound could have 
come about. But now you're liv
ing on the west coast and on 
Man's Ruin , yet you don't have 
that noodling, '70s fuzz & wah 
wah going on [that permeates 
the 'stoner rock' sound] 
Chris: (Laughs) Well, too many 
people are doing that right now. 
We tried that for a while but it 
didn 't work (laughs) 
SFS: It didn't work out huh? 
You kept burning yourself on the 
joint. 

Chris Spencer used to be in NYC's Unsane. 
Now he's in SF's Cutthroats 9 
By Greg E. Boy 

Chris: (Laughs) 
SFS: So what's the name 
mean? 
Chris: It's from this crazy 
Spanish extreme gore western. I 
saw one copy that was third 

generation on 
video. It's really 
hard to get . 
Apparently it's on 
Showtime now, 
that's what I heard . 
SFS: That's weird . 
Chris: But uh, it's 
must be cut up. 
SFS: It must be. 
Chris: (Laughs) It 
must be because 
the copy I saw was 
so color-saturated 
that a lot of the time 
the entire screen 
was just red from 
blood. 
SFS: Wow. 
Chris: So we took 
our name from that. 

SFS: Still on that violent tip I 
see? 
Chris: Well, I'm still the same 
guy. 
SFS: So tell me about FUCK
ING Tim Green . 
Chris: About what?! 
SFS: FUCKING Tim Green. You 
know the guy from the FUCK
ING Champs who recorded your 
record. 
Chris: Oh! (Laughs) I was 
gonna be like, 'Eh , I never had 
anything to do with that guy.' 
SFS: You're thinking 'I told ya I 
had a girlfriend!' 
Chris: We never even dated 
(Laughs) Oh god . He's real cool. 
I met him in the Champs before 
and then I had talked to Frank 



(Koz ik) about doing this record . Tim has a studio 
in his house in the basement, he's pretty cheap 
and has basically has the same ethic. It's hard to 
get time with him, but it was easy to do. He's real 
laid back. 
SFS: Seems like he's doing a lot of production 
work these days. 
Chris: Yep . Yep . Things sound pretty good. · A lot 
of people like using him and he pretty much does 
it anytime .he's not playing with the Champs. He's 
booked up solid for months. 
SFS: The Unsane 
had that great video 
from Thomas 
Campbell for 
'Scrape ' showing 
skaters slam . Any 
videos in the future 
for the Cutthroats . 
Chris: We're work
ing on it , on getting 
some money. 
SFS: How long has 
this band been 
around? 
Chris: Well , we 
started doing it, um, 
around when 
(Unsane ' s) 
Occupational 
Hazards came out. I 
had been coming out 
here a lot because of 
this land my brother 
and I had so I'd be at 
here working and 
hooking up with 
mark. 
SFS: From all that 
money you made 
with Unsane? 
Chris: Oh yeah . 
With the scads of 
money I made. 
SFS: All those 
Relapse royalties . 
Chris: Yeah flying 
back and forth from 
NYC in my own pri
vate jet. 
SFS: Right , right. 
But since the price of 
gas went up you had 
to get a van 
Chris: (Laughs) 
Right, right. How'd you know about that? I knew 
him from New York and we hung out all the time 
because we didn't like or fit in with the west coast 
scene. We'd stay out late and go to different peo
ple 's practice spaces and started writing a few 
songs. And then when we'd go jam with people 
we'd break them out because they were really sim
ple and people didn 't have a hard time with it. So 
it basically started then, which was a year ago? A 
year and a half? So it basically went on for eight 
months and then when Unsane broke up, or 
stopped for awhile, I started pursuing it. We did a 
single . I talked to Frank and about doing a record 
and then started looking for band members . 

SFS: I was pretty stoked to get your record 
because I don't hear much like it anymore. 
Chris: Yep. 
SFS: Good to see someone 's still keeping the 
flame alive . 
Chris: I like that its raw. I like keeping it lo-fi and 
raw. Way back when, like The Cherubs would be"" 
out. But today so much stuff seems unoriginal and 
derivative . I'd rather hear punk rock than hip 
hop/metal. 
SFS: When you heard 

SFS: How old are you? 
Chris: 35 

Flipper or the Butthole 
Surfers, that shit was
n't derivative. 
Chris: Yeah man , 
when you saw those 
bands, it just hit you in 
the face. 
SFS: I listen to some 
of those old records 
and think, Man, I don't 
need to buy any more 
records, I've got a lot 
of good old ones . I just 
bought Scratch Acid's 
greatest hits on CD the 
other day and I was 
thinking, 'Where are all 
the drunk, ugly noise
makers?' 
Chris: Uh, oh. Well 
we ' re coming out there 
to your town .. . (laughs) · 
SFS: (Laughing) com
ing to my town . 
Chris: (Laughing) 
We ' ll be there in· a few 
weeks. 
SFS: Did you vote? 
Chris: No. And I had 
a big argument with a 
girl about it the other 
night. And I probably 
shouldn't discuss that 
in an interview. I think 
that if you want some
thing changed, it's got 
to be a little more radi
cal than a ballot. It's 
just the way it is . 
SFS: You're not going 
to change rock & roll 
getting signed to 
Atlantic Records . 
Chris: Exactly. You 've 
got it. 

SFS: So you been doing this for quite some time 
Chris: I grew up in upstate New York and then I 
lived in Manhattan for 15 years . 
SFS: You got out alive? 
Chris: Yeah, well I got a bunch of scars 
SFS: What made you leave NYC? 
Chris: I don't know. Just family and band stuff. 
With my brother's land and jamming w/ Mark out 
here . 

END I 
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Boaz Dror's Video Column 
Hype is a motherfucker. Every summer I'm re-reminded, when 

the big studios at Hollywood hit us with neatly trimmed trailers for 
films that we will eventually hate having seen. Hype sucks. Hype's 
the siren song that lures you ashore and leaves your skeleton bask
ing in the scorching sun of a deserted island. The military-industri
al-HYPE-complex targets its victims with such unerring accuracy 
that they we are powerless to resist all the cross-promotional 
ground and air assaults. Physiology lends a hand too, being that 
males aged 13-30 are more open to hype at certain times of the 
year, when we begin to crave it like mad. It's like we're in heat, 
prowling multiplexes looking for some action. Or, rather. Action! And 
Destruction! And Nudity! A symphony of guns, tits, bloodied 
corpses, alien invasions and car chases! Ahh, sweet romance is in 
the air. and we are giddy with it. 

But what happens next? I'll tell you what- we end up settling for 
disappointing "Action Film Booty Calls," to the Schwartzeneggers 
and Stallones of this world. Cheap, unfulfilling thrills that we forget 
as soon as we leave the theater. The morning after. finding a worn 
out ticket stub in our back pockets soaked in overpriced conces
sion-stand Coca Cola. We are such Hype sluts. 

may be able to estimate the chances of the LOTR trilogy sucking 
completely. 

BAD TASTE (1987) 
Seeing this first film, one immediately realizes that Jackson 

brings to cinema something fresh ; a sense of energetic delight in 
the formula, pace and Swiss-cheese logic of action/horror/sci-fi 
films. Though low budget, Bad Taste manages to squeeze more 
bang for its buck than most films, skimping on nothing, and sub
stituting creativity where money won't do. Kinetic camerawork, 
impossibly complicated plot-lines, clever use of special effects, an 
inclination towards vomit-inducing scenarios and fresh contexts for 
familiar genre elements are some of the Jacksonian trademarks 
that originate with this, the most important movie ever made. 

The film takes place in a deserted town filled with mindless ham
mer-wielding psychopaths. These aren't zombies, however. but 
rather extraterrestrial fast food franchisers, who have packed the 
town's inhabitants into cardboard boxes. The fun begins when a 
gun-happy governmental task force is called in to stop the aliens. 
The aliens' heads are cracked backwards, sheep are blown up, 
humans are liquefied, vomit is licked up, and through it all it is 

tremendously funny. One 

Peter ~ackson: Big Time Freak. 
of the heroes is actually 
played by Peter Jackson, 
who early on in the movie 
has a section of his brain 

Over time, a moviegoer loses his capacity· for trust. It is a trag
ic thing, these people who don't go to movies anymore. They spend 
their Sunday afternoons tossing Frisbees to each other. or riding 
bicycles, or making love to their girlfriends. What can we do about 
it? Can we turn to a higher power for help? Should we say a little 
prayer before entering movie the theaters? Or at night, when we 
kneel at our beds?, "Dear God, please send us somebody to love, 
a filmmaker who will take us away from this mess." 

But God has sent someone, and he's a filmmaker from New 
Zealand named Peter Jackson. Peter Jackson will help us. Who's 
Peter Jackson, you ask? Well, Peter Jackson happens to be THE 
DIRECTOR OF THE BIGGEST MOVIE TO HIT THEATERS IN THE PAST 
2/3rds OF A QUARTER CENTURY!!! 

We here at Slug Central, with our unlimited capacity for fore
sight, think it's time to cash in on the upcoming Hyperwave of pub
licity around this guy, by presenting you, our lucky readers, with a 
Peter Jackson retrospective. Why are we Jocking Peter Jackson's 
tip? Fool, ain't you heard? Because Jackson is the movie director 
for the Pepsi Generation (previously known as Generation X)! Over 
countless other directors, Jackson's been given the task of direct
ing the biggest Sci-Fi/Fantasy film adaptation ever. the trilogy that 
inspired millions of adolescents into becoming D & D-ers: J.R.R. 
Tolkein's Lord of the Rings. Three movies, all directed at once, all 
prepped for a staggered release over successive winters, from 
2001-2003. That means that very soon, you'll be standing in line 
with hundreds of geeks, licking your lips over the visuals that await 
awaiting you in Part 1, The Fellowship of the Ring. And, your hopes 
of self-indulgence will rest firmly on Jackson's shoulders. 

But what makes Jackson different than the countless other 
'next big things'? Well, check P.J.'s history. He's not your average 
blockbuster director. In fact, his past films have only ever succeed
ed in earning him a small cult following. And what's more, check his 
chutzpah: The studio had to build him a set in New Zealand 
because Peter Jackson insists on filming within his native land New 
Zealand. American soil isn't good enough for him. That's one good 
sign. Any more? Let's take a look at his films and gauge the future 
of this household-name-to-be. After each review, we'll will track the 
signs, be they good or bad. Then, at the end, using 'new math', we 

dislodged from his head, 
which he struggles to pUt back at various times throughout the 
adventure, fighting off seizures. The camera work is extraordinary, 
for a low-budget film : it travels everywhere, even beyond a cliff, 
when one of the zombies hung out over the ocean is tortured by 
Jackson's sadistic agent. The climax, where the alien home/space
ship launches into space, is amazing. 

Slug Verdict: Amazing film, and if he can do this with a low budg
et, think what he 
can do with the 
$100 + million 
given him for the 
LOTR trilogy. He 
also earns extra 
points for acting in 
his own film (he 
appears in all, a la 
Hitchcock) and 
also for somehow 
convincing the 
government of 
New Zealand gov
ernment to help 
him fund it. GOOD 
SIGN OF THINGS 
TOaJME 

MEETTHE 
FEEBLES 
(1989) 

Meet the 
Feebles is 
Jackson's second 
film, and here the 
excessive nature 
of showbiz meets 
the 'The Muppet 
Show'. A day 
before their tele
vised variety spe
cial Tue Feebles' 



is set to air, a new actor arrives on the set. He is an incredibly naive 
and wide-eyed hedgehog named Robert, sporting a tragic speech 
impediment and an immediate love for the resident chorus girl 
poodle. The hedgehog (voiced by Peter Jackson) is essentially the 
Kermit character in this farce. The show's 'Tue Feebles" producer, 
a walrus named Bletch , is a sexually voracious creature who has 
corrupted most of the female cast members. Heidi the Hippo, the 
show's prima donna 'Miss Piggy' character, is in love with Bletch, 
who manipulates her insecurities, mainly her issues with weight, to . 
get her to do whatever he wants. The other characters include a 
sexually active. rabbit, a Vietnam vet frog who has Vietcong flash
backs straight out of Deer Hunter, a cockroach who directs porno 
movies in the basement and a fly who digs up the dirt up on every
one (going so far as to travel into the toilet]. 

There are many intertwining stories, climaxing in another of 
Jackson's early trademarks; the requisite scene of overkill and 
mass destruction. Here the Hippo is the instrument of destruction, 
as on the day of the show, after realizing the depth of the walrus's 
betrayal, she whips out two submachine guns and decimates the 
cast. Morbidly absurd, yet essentially a realistic portrait of egos 
gone wild, this comedy firmly established Jackson's cult status, and 
preserved him a place in cinematic history as one of the most irrev
erent directors ever. 

Verdict: Jackson steps outside of the confines of conventional 
cinema to create one of the truely must-see-movies of the decade. 
Working with Frances Walsh (a frequent collaborator from the very 
first], Jackson starts to show his ability to straddle the fence 
between entertainment and art and radicalizes the notion of 'Adult' 
entertainment. ANOTHER GCXJD SIGN 

DEAD ALIVE (1992) 
This movie is where it all comes together for Jackson. A fresh 
reworking of the zombie movie, with an inspired Sumatran Rat 
Monkey-bite opening sequence, in which the Rat Monkey is intro
duced, is AMAZING, as good as any ever filmed. I've watched it a 
million times and will never get sick of it. Reminiscent of Indiana 
Jones, yet gracing a uniquely Jacksonian punchline, the opening 
propels this film into the cinematic stratosphere, where it stays 
throughout. An ambitious Orson Welles- type tracking shot follows, 
through the quaint New Zealand town destined to soon destined to 
experience a zombie outbreak. The cast of characters is over the 
top, typical of Jackson's horror films. The story revolves around a 
mama's boy named Lionel and the lovely Paquita, a local girl who 
believes him to be her knight in shining armor. When the attention
hungry mother, threatened by Paquita's presence, follows the bud
ding lovers to the zoo and is bit by the Rat Monkey (who is on exhib
it], she begins to transform. Into a rabid, flesh-eating zombie. Lionel 
begins to avoid Paquita, as he has holed up with his undead mum, 
whom he tries vainly to save. Jackson milks Lionel's domestic zom
bie trouble for all of its comedic and vomit;.inducing worth, as Lionel 
struggles to keep a rapidly deteriorating home and mother under 
control. A particularly gut churning moment comes when zombie 
liquid spurts from the mother into the dessert custard of a visiting 
socialite, who then slurps it up off the table. And then when Paquita 
decides to pay Lionel a surprise visit, leading to when she delivers 
one of the all-time classic movie lines, "Your mother ate my dog!" 
Or when his greedy uncle intrudes, and throws a party after the 
mother is buried and the shit is about ready to hit the fan. The 
ensuing party sequence is truly the highlight of the film, as Jackson 
unveils a ballet of severed limbs and runaway organs, including one 
very animated gastrointestinal system, freed from its human host. 
The gore is sticky, and once again Jackson delivers an aria of 
overkill over the top of any previously attempted. N e x t 
comes the lawnmower scene. The lawnmower scene! Christ, the 
lawnmower scene is one of the most perversely riveting moments 
in all of cinematic history. And when a kung-fu fighting priest joins 
in the fight against the undead, declaring, "I kick ass for the lord" 
(only later to be skewered upon a statue], it somehow all makes 
perfect sense. Peter Jackson revels in the gory indulgences of his 
audience and is determined to give us what we want. People will 

say this is worthless 
gore, but I say; bul~ 
shit. This is what we 
see in all Hollywood 
blockbusters, except 
that this is simply too 
much of what we see, 
given to us all at once! 
And anyway, since 
Dead Alive is essen
tially a love story 
about a relationship 
that, like any, suffers 
distractions (the dis
tractions here being 
zombies), it is there
fore an allegory, which 
means that every
thing serves a pul'
pose. 

Verdict: The New 
York Daily News called 
this "the goriest fright 
film of all time." What 
John Woo is to bu~ 
lets, Jackson is to 
severed body parts. 
Once again, this begs 
the question, "How in 
the hell was this guy, 
freak that he is, chosen to helm a movie that parents are going to 
take their children to see? Dead Alive is pornographically violent. It 
boggles the mind. It's too good to be true. Anyone who can direct 
a movie like D.A. can do anything. VERY GOOD SIGN 

HEAVENLY CREATURES (1994) 
Peter Jackson takes a new direction with this film, but does he 

really? While outwardly a relatively conservative film that enjoyed 
success on the art-house circuit and was even nominated for an 
Academy Award for best original screenplay (co-written with 
Frances Walsh], at its heart Heavenly Creatures is still also a tale 
of perversion. This time it's the perversion of love, innocence and 
the imagination. Jackson is still pushing the envelope, here, but on 
a more profound level. Nevertheless, this is Jackson's first foray 
into 'serious' cinema, and establishes a second stylistic movement 
in his career. From here on, there will never be a return to the mad
cap splatterfest that was his early work. A moment of silence 
please. The story revolves around the friendship between of two 
alienated girls, Juliet and Pauline, two alienated girls who undel'
stand each other on a level that transcends reality and their ulti
mate reaction to a society that threatens their fantasy world, which 
culminates in the murder of Pauline's mother. Jackson called this 
film "a murder story about love, a murder story with no villains," 
which is dead-on, and reveals his interest in messing with the con
ventional assumptions held by mainstream audiences concerning 
murder movies and movies in general. 

Essentially a tale of madness, which among other things intro
duced the world to Kate Winslet, Jackson's visual concept here 
receives the digital treatment, and is more elaborate than his other 
films. He renders the girls' fantasy world, named BoroVia and the 
royal family that lives within the castle there as a Gothic universe 
made entirely of clay. And it's a violent universe, too, a brutal, pri
mal humanity that lieslying beneath society's civil facade. A feverish 
excursion into the realm of imagination, as seen through the eyes 
of it's 'innocent murderers', Heavenly Creatures, despite it's con
servative nature, is ultimately Jackson's most disturbing work, 
because it involves you in the both the girls' real and fantasy lives. 
At the film's end, with no one to blame and with no clear moral con
clusion, you are left feeling slightly psychotic yourself, suspicious of 
your own inner life. 



Verdict: There is little restraint on Jackson's part, when he 
t.ums his lens towards so-called serious moviemaking. The kinetic 
camerawork is still there, evident in the harrowing opening scene, 
as is the creativity and the New Zealand locale. Of course, if he con
tinues to make films like this, he'll lose his predominantly male audi
ence, and, after all, there ain't no zombies in Borovia. Hmmm. 
INaJNCLUSIVE 

FRIGHTENERS (1996) 
Frank Bannister is a haunt

ed man. Literally, by three ghosts 
that inhabit his dilapidated home 
and take part in his small time exol"
cism scams. Bannister's ability to 
see into the spirit world is somehow 
linked to an accident that killed his 
wife and le~ him a ruined man, sus
picious of love and clinging to the 
ruins of his past. When he begins 
to see the Grim Reaper running 
loose about his quaint hometown, 
leaping from roo~p to roo~p and 
killing the living, Frank is thrown into 
a whirlwind advent.ure. It all revolves 
around a brutal serial killer from 20 
years before and his still-living ex
lover, Patricia, insane and living 
under house an-est with her moth

er. When an attractive social worker assigned to and entrusted 
with Patricia's case crosses his path, widower Frank is drawn into 
a love story as well, made more complicated when the social work
er's husband is killed by the Grim Reaper and begins to follow 
Frank around. There's a lot of shit going on here, as Frank's small 
town is t.umed upside down by a mystery to which only he is privy. 
The plot is cumbersome, but despite its faults I enjoyed and con
tinue to enjoy watching this film. There are many interesting ideas 
roaming about, maybe even too many, as they seem to crowd the 
viewer film. This film, in addition (and probably related) to being 
Peter Jackson's first misstep, is Jackson's first dealing with 
Hollywood money, which negates so many good intent.ions. And 
though it is a rat.urn to the genre that started it all, it's missing the 
energy and sense of fun that was Jackson's early trademark. Of 
course, the camerawork is still there, as is the marvelous pro
duct.ion design and special effects. And offbeat characters, too, 
including an oversexed ghost and an insane FBI 'X-files' man who's 
seen too many paranormal cases for his own good. Maybe it's the 
American actors that mar this effort, being that previously since 
Jackson had previously worked only with either newcomers or non
actors only. Still, even at his worst, Jackson is head and shoulders 
above the rest, and this film is worth a look. 

Verdict: The first sign of trouble, in an otherwise basically flaw
less career. The Frighteners raises questions as to Jackson's abil
ities when big money is on the line. But if the Nazgul, the undead 
!nstruments of evil in LOTA, look anything like the Grim Reaper dig
ital effects, then that's a good sign. Still, this raises doubts, since 
LOTA, like The Frighteners, has a cast of professional actors and 
a lot riding on it. BAD SIGN 

FORGOTTEN SILVER (1996) 
Here's Pete Jackson (in collaboration with co-writer/director 

and real- life (hyphenated)film critic, Costa Bates), messing with 
his audience again, unleashing a wealth of fabrication into an infol"
mation-hungry age. Amid the worldwide celebration of 100 years 
of .cinema, Jackson released this controversial mockumentary, 
which sought to icon-ectl world film history. It is the chronicle of 
forgotten international cinema pioneer Colin McKenzie, a New 
~eala~d-er w~o essentially invented or discovered every major 
1nventmn or discovery in film history years before anyone else in 
the world even dreamt them. It t.urns out that McKenzie's iredis
cover>ji came about when his lost films were found in the garden 
shed of his second wife, who just happened to have lived next door 

to co-director Peter Jackson's mother. This led to Jackson's (who 
appears on screen (onscreen is one word) as himself) research
ing McKenzie's life. In the process he learns that McKenzie, at age 
12, invented a mechanized camera powered by first a bicycle and 
then a steam engine. Cinema's first tracking shots logically fol
lowed on the heels of this discovery. McKenzie also made his own 
film stock, from (no comma)out of eggs and his own personal fol"
mula. McKenzie also made the world's first full-length feat.ure film , 
The Warrior Season, which also happens to be the world's very 
first sound film shot with sound. He then became the first person 
to ever shoot color film, using a rare native b!:!rry that he picked 
himself. McKenzie also invented slapstick comedy, and pho
tographed the first eveN"8corded flight, which act.ually predated 
the American Wright brothers by several months. In order to 
complete his epic, Salome, McKenzie made a deal with the newly
formed (hyphenated) Soviet Union, in exchange for pro-Soviet 
propaganda. Then, in an irony perfectly suited to his trailblazing 
life, McKenzie even filmed his own death, during the Spanish Civil 
War. Jackson and Bates know the documentary paradigm and 
enjoy playing the part of stuffy documentarians, all done with a 
straight face. They interview such film celebrities as Leonard 
Malt.in, Harvey Weinstein and Sam Neill. They uncover the ilost 
cityT which McKenzie erected with Soviet money in the New 
Zealand forest, and are constantly amazed by his achievements. 
Even when you're %1 OCJ'/o sure that this is all bullshit, there's 
something eerie about how well it all fits together. Forgotten Silver 
is act.ually unsettling in its ability to falsify reality and [questions we 
know as fact] this is a fragment. Not sure what he is saying .. It 
also questions why the fuck we should care who did what first. 
Jackson takes the documentary tradition of documentaries and 
exposes it as a pissing contest, with cultures vying for historical 
significance on a global stage. The simple existence of this movie 
is refreshing. 

Verdict: Bouncing back from 
his only misfire, Jackson once 
again(. as he did with Meet The 
Feebles), creates a film that 
explodes the boundaries of film 
as a medium, (no comma)and 
terrorizes the established con
ventions. GOOD SIGN 

LORD OF THE RINGS (Winter 
2001) 
So there you have it. More good 
signs than bad. Of course, no 
one knows what'll happen for 
sure, but, based on his history, it 
seems unlikely that with 
Jackson's credentials, with his 
credentials, he will fail to deliver 
the goods, (no comma)in some 
fashion or another. I mean, 
maybe he's a bit too risky a direc
tor, or too much of a terrorist or 
freak, but we here at Salt for Slugs feel that that's a good thing. 
Better than the lukewarm directors infesting multiplexes this sum
mer season, for sure. And wWe are proud to support Peter 
Jackson, (no comma)and we encourage him to write us a letter 
or something, congrat.ulating us for our risk-taking, since we are 
being the first magazine to do a retrospective on his talent 
(although this is unverified), regardless of the ultimate success or 
failure of Lord of the Rings. So if you're not familiar with his work, 
you need to start renting his videos. Because when everyone will 
be jumping on the Peter Jackson bandwagon you're gonna look 
like a fool , as will the magazines who rush out to do spreads on 
him after he makes good on our promise to you: Peter Jackson 
will be THE BIGGEST THING EVER TO HAPPEN TO MOVIE-GOING 
EARTHLINGS. I 
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It's All About the Punk Baby: 
TheOrangeSpot. com 
Sessions, vol. 4 
Orange Peal Records 

Synergy is an ugly word. Tq~'~i;lgine 
music as one part of a busin'~~SI' veil!" 
ture involving websites and cross-pro~ 
motion is to stare into the abyss of art 
and see ourselves as complicit in the 
creation of the. monster that lurks with 
in. I mean, this release has more logos 
on it than a Nascar driver. Which 

akes a reviewer like me, with my 
' es (which you don't want to hear 

ut], a bit skeptical that the pr 
·ngs will be filler, a smattering 

sought out by the conglom . 
co any releasing the CO to · 
space. It's refreshing to find, th 
some of the artists on the co 
are above par. Still, the whole 
indeed filler, just like I thought; 
pacifies my sense of justice to 
that this CO would never be pa~ 
collection. (Boaz) 

Jay Hooks 
(self-titled) 
Provogue Records 

This is a hard disc for me to review, 
personally, because I'm not one of 
those Stevie Ray Vaughan fans that 
religiously worship all things electric 
guitar. I like my blues from Chess 
records, played on beat-up guitars and 
sung by old black men from the 
Mississippi Delta or Chicago streets. A 
blues saturated with that relaxed, "ain't 

'n' nowhere for a while" feeling, per
by men named Lightnin'. Sonny 

'nd something or another. I 
· e 8 .8 . King, much less 

ified Rock, which is 
erformed by a white 

man who spent all of his childhood play
ing guitar instead of playing sports, 
and growing his hair long so he could 
highlight his bolo tie when the day 
came to get up on stage and dazzle 
'em. Not th5=1Uhis isn't a good disk: Jay 
Hooks seems to have his' 'i::hops and 
licks where qt)e;s chops and licks 
shoul be. AAtf""" t of it sounds as 

ay Vaughan's 
e s n 'Better, like "If 

ill You (Lovin' ·which I 

A.C. Cotton 
Half Way Down " 
In Music We Trust ,,, .. +' 

-:~)\{·{ii 

"Gonna change my.; n 
and move down to the 
words start off this 
lyrics in my head to/ 
some reason this A.8. 
somehow gotten mixed 
Texas CDs. It wasn't 
weeks. Then , in a dru 
grabbed all of my music 
given to me by top SF 
information remains cl 

a fan of 
sigrt''that 
tt I d 't 

tery), and I came across the A.C. 
Cotton bio. I didn't know that Alan 
Charing was even in A.C Cotton. I was 
completely clueless. This CO wasn't 
even from Texas. it was from Portland. 
Man, does this guy have a good voice. 
Not only can he really sing. but he also 
has written some memorable tunes to 
go along with it, or vice versa. Yes, it is 
pop mus d many Slug readers out 
there may . n on the overt catchi-
ness of the sortg "Rusty Chain". Still, 
many may ~ to assert that 
some of th .. too simple, but 

Alan Charing 
would be a 
fenred to as 

e:~·combina

talented and 
sician/ song
simply ama
le with pop 
little deeper. 

Shame,' is a 
h a Lynyrd 

m not sure 
Id definitely 

qg venue in 
nd. Very 
s you pop 

to the 



getic, aggressive rock with voe 
iscent of Green Day, Antifr 

e iments much more than yo 
mal everyday punk band. switc 
tempos and incorporating den 
eties and combinations of meld 
much so that it's hard to gaug 
they're going for. I mean. the 
taught us all that the quickest 
getting noticed was to write qua1 
tie tunes that are easy to remember. 
And even punk, with its anti-establish
ment swagger, plays it pretty safe, not 
venturing too far into uncharted terri
tory. So I've got to hand it to 
Antifreeze . They did it their way, and 
it's not half-bad. (Phil) 

Low 
Things We Lost In The Fire 
kranky 

Slow-core purveyors, Low opts for that 
dreamy, minimal indie rock made 
famous by Galaxie 500, Luna. and Yo 

.Jengo. What's not to like about 
e problem is that they're more 

Sunday than get-up-and-ga
ll Friday night. Yet they're 

' aring; compelling; engag
micolon; love it. (greg 

As the waves splashed by ·us in an 
overwhelming colorfast, the music 
melted into the rapidly pulsating sky
line. The music is a perfect synthesis 
of modernity and how all the world r;nay 
be swirling ou~ of control, but there are 
still oasis ·of*' singularity. Did J mention 
how high thi!J>cboat trip? But 
still, it's " many instru-
, tiltrnanage to 

y~rs so com

Chestnut Sta 
group dressed 
proud of it. Hea, 
ence, from the 
these guys have t 
ger down pat. Rec 
venues and mixed 
is obviously a pet 
the normally ce 
Edith Frost does 
indie rockers d 
Dream Day, and 
represented. When 
done, Chestnut Sta .. 
proclaimed title · of #2 
the world. The group .show 
'60s and '70s soul · 
making this album 
minded individuals ... ( 

The Red 

with 
cid . 
elcl 

their individual and collective strengths 
is always refreshing. They don't try to 
do more than they can. Not that • 
they're breaking any new ground-mid
way through listening to The Red, you 
might become disoriented and imagine 
that you're listening to the funkified 
acoustic-country-rock styling of Soulhat 
or SOil],~ other such band. But upon a 
few listerf ou'll be able to discern the 
things that e these guys unique in 
their own among them somber 
interludes; ing instrumental 

ing that mars 
awful album 

m to have 
hopathic 



music . Sometimes the rapping just dis
integrates into plain old talking, like in 
the freaked out track ,appropriately 
entitled , 'Texas". Get It Ondabblehn the 
low down and dirty, with track~ like 
"Schlammin" where the im Ortal 
lyrics, " ... punk rock pussy 
on .. . " are first uttered, and so s 
creep up on some of the extremely 
90's pop oriented rap/rock crossover 
acts who intentionally won't be me 
tioned in this review. The potential this 
band has to break away from being 
pigeonholed as just another rap/rock 
ct lies in the hands of the main rap
r who has enough of a voice to actu 

sing . The band can rock and t 
been known to catch a g 

a hold it nicely. Guitarist 
Matrinez not only breaks out ri 
ing from a light jazz style, to p 
to straight up metallic, but al 
the sitar and the bazouki on th 
Texas does have its time delays 
comes to music and style in 
ways than one. I think this relea 
ly showcases everything good arid bad 
about the nineties all in one neat little 
package. This disc repeatedly proves 
itself to be a C- first release for a C+ 
band. With some new material and 
some more thought out vocals, who 
knows what Get It On Productions will 
come up with next. Rest assured, it will 
be interesting at least. (phil) 

Geoff Farina 
Reverse Eclipse 
Southern Records 

lyrics, and guitar. You can't help but be 
impressed by Farina's pop-music con
ception. The music is haunting and inti
mate, like watching a lounge singer's 
last show before blowing his brains 
out. Strongl~ recommended to fans of 
Leonard q9~~n 9r. Ni.ck Drake looking 
for further"tp~J?,!c~poirto their suicidal 
depressio s·. [B6az 

• THE DIDO CHUIH 

The Droo Church 

fucker, with "wows" and "ows" to make 
Paul Stanley proud. If yer a fan of those 
bands, check these guys and gal out. 
They even use a cowbell here and 
there. The CD sounds great too. It 
should, since it was recorded by Kurt 
Bloch.!!! (LKFJ 

Oneida. 
•tw 

Antherrl'1·a 



this band, for we are 
when you could danc 
No mashing is not dan 
never speak of it again. I 
till dawn to this shit, no 
action from the quaking o~J:·,~ 
back sections to the beats tft 
· ing down all licky-splat. The fir 
thought was these guys sh 
nitely tour with Outhud to bring foi;th 
dance party free for all that woulCl ev 
make Geo"rge Clinton and Jam", 
BroWn blush ; and low and behold it ha 
three members in the band. Now i 

e time to quit pretending folks, an · 
et with !!! and proceed to the starshi 
g~t on down. (teril smits) 

<-;"'f 

R.t::. Burnside 
Mississippi Hill Country Bl 
Fat Possum 

s any SFS reader should know by 
we love R.L. Burnside, and what 

an be said about his rootsy 
sic? There has been so much 

ut R.L., and these days 
etty much knows how 

·s. What could possibly 
e review that hasn't 

way or another? 

recommend this one to anyone who 
likes blues music or plays guitar. (Phil) 

Ultrababyfat 
Eight Balls in Reverse 
Orange R,t;c;prds 

falling into the Avant Garde classifica
tion, and certain death. The music 
shifts, takes new directions, stops and • 
starts again and sometimes leaves you 
exhausted. But in a good way. Fans of 
Cornelius, Stereolab, and Le Tigre 
should investigate this one further. 
(Boaz) 







sure it is 
··d suggest 

· n listen 
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ly less convincing. Pretty decent 
though & by far the best thing Gr g 
sent me to review this time ar 
Bonus points for one of tile' 
members looking like 
Richmond. (Walsby) 

Adema 
self-titled 
Arista 

Fascinating bondage themed front 
cover hides more of that young male 
MTV heavy rock music that reminds 
me of a third rate version of Korn or 
Rage Against the Machine, but even 
less interesting. As usual with most of 
these kind of groups, every once in 
awhile a riff that doesn't suck THAT 
BAD will rear its ugly head, only to dis
solve when the annoying goateed 

nger enters the picture & starts to 
' lly fuck shit up." Adema provide 

kind of music that should go over 
at your local mall by the video 

·n the parking lot, blared out 
y some moron . Yuck. 

overloaded overproduced loud as shit 
humanoid effort; instead I received a 
dance party. For the amount of people 
in the band the music is sparse but 
omplex, only ;;tdding instruments and 
ocals when needed instead because, 

hell , we had an e~a. channel, mate! 
... Melt a ' o 'w a dead boy 

The Mr. T Experien 
The Miracle of Shame , 
Lookout! Records 

.t 

TOMP! 

and you, as a potential purchaser, 
must deal with them accordingly. The 
finest track is "Mr. Ramones," a trib
ute to the ubiquitous punk pioneers . 
(Boaz) 

Strike Artywhere 
Change is: · nd 
Jade Tree 



they hit the stage and revel the 
secrets of Western Mysteries. (ran 
scot) 

Minus 
Jesus Christ, Bobby! 
Victory 

~ .. 

Industrial sounding pile driving thra~h 
music from some tots in Iceland.LI 
wonder what Sigur Ros & Bjork think 
about these kids? Actually not half 

ad music that even a jaded & cynical 
·· fart like me could appreciate, b 

ybe not enjoy repeate 
· eched vocals & spazz quar 
band's music gives way ·· 

once in awhile Jerry Lewis impe 
ations perfected in other bands I 
don't much care for. 

HairyApesBMX 
Out Demons 
We Sell Soul Records 

Right from the opening bars of 
"Seeing Eye Dog," I liked this release, 
the xylophone and organ fuzz laid just 
perfectly over a funk beat, with con
gas thrown in for good measure. And 
the title track, "Out Demons, "which 
winks at Dizzy Gillespie's "Hot 
Peanuts" while providing a sound-

stream of consciousness poeticisms 
on "Poison Water" and "Miss You 
Cumbia" are enjoyable. This is a disk 
to look for. if you're into Carlos 
Castaneda 9.nd seventies blue note 
grooves. (Boaz) 

lhe es ··· 
~~k.~ •. 1:0-1-0-T 
Gearilli'd Records 

tit 

~n i'gf fagersta,:' a 
punk revival t as ev. 
8ives are fed · 
Listening to th 
rethink the no 
and beauty 'l 
Sweden. There'$ 
laid upon straig 
tive punk riffs, a 
lectual and Scandfha 
lyrics such as, "Now I h'), 
got the shit back ln,plaqe 
one who threw it back' ln 
took a little bit/ 
shit/ diversity and wit" 
aiming for a Nobel peac~ 
think about the Swedlsh"C 
Muppets while rocking to i 
enjoyable. [Boaz) 

Henry 
Sounds Like 
Reticulated Records 

which I think is unfortunate. The disc 
evokes an otherworldly quality, dream
like without being ambient. (Phil) 

Bodyjar 
Biography 
Nitro 

Hey, everybody!, It is more or less 
Australia's v'ersion of the 

re the following 
ohawk gets off 

~.. urant. He is 
wants to go 

So he meets 
qal club & 

e never 
onations 

n hardcore , 
g punk, & more 

unk, punk, & more 
With all of the originali

expect ~~t of a compila- I 
coming out tl1ese d ' 

iW 

" 



Wow! Even has an appearance by Joe 
Strummer, who probably ' d[dn't . know 
what he was getting into." Someone 
else should have reviewed this instead 
of li'I old me. [Walsby) .,. 

floor and dance, Texas garage rock. 
That would be the second reason. I 
once heard this band was started as a 
joke and the name comes from an 
obscure kung fu movie, but I do not 

JF~ know if eithe~,js true . I do know they 
fucking rock t balls off the biggest 

F. 0. The Smack Magnet 
Party At Bow Kraft 
FOTSM Records 

I don't get it. Punk Rock isn't supposed 
to be played by guys wearing khakis. I 
guess this isn't what you'd call 
Hardcore. This is music about bars, 
partying, and panty raids. Which 
makes it like the Happy Meal of Punk, 
existing somewhere between Frat rock 
and the Dave Matthews Band, which is 
a narrow existence to be sure. There's 
some ska mixed in too. All in all, this 
effort seems too inoffensive for its own 
gbod. I mean, who's the target audi
ence here? Guys who are looking for 

d bobbing-yet-"alternative" music 
next toga party? (Boaz) 

ho scored a 
st for ruin

name by 
always 

two 

in the Check out their 

So, didn't th 
back in the ait.roc 
remember, but this 
to get them back th 
gonna say this was s 
tractual obligation thin 
ing that because I j 
any A&R guy in this d 
ing a bunch of old f 
punk rock/bar rock 
a good video can do 
boy) · 

s.tripod.com. 
9iir-friendly 

Ferret Music Corp Sa 
Progression Through Agg 
Ferret Music 

credit cards so they can but a clue as 
to what is going on. The next song by 
Blood has Been Shed is just as good, 
a lot more hardcore than metal , but a 
fusion the scene has been lacking. 
These are the type of bands you listen 
to, then hear about how Warp Tour is 
all about hardcore this summer and 
you gotta l~ygh . You just gotta. I'll save 
my praise ofEyery Time I Die for their 
full length revie\!Vt around in this issue 
somewhere. Bllt' 'alas, if The Teresa 
Banks Profiles is · ure of Ferret, 
those guys b·~ , ar shades . 

nbelievable. Hard ibe due to 
. ir uniq~e sound, just say it 'll 

";:iss like Boy Ric 

ommon denomi-
ock is impas
and acrobat

rnetal , rock 
CO were 

the height 
it would 
between 
er Love 
dollars. 

therface 
Id world, 
inspired 

dig punk 
m it, dig 

d before 
yond she 

which I still 
y, "Randy (she had 

call me this), if you 
hing ni to say about 

y anythi . I." So with 
ind here of 

"aker: (scot) 



Migas 
EPIC 
Popsweatshop Recordings 

On Epic, the 3rd release from this Austin-based two piece , Migas consciously 
expands on the macho freakmetal of previous outings. The raw, guitar driven power 
is still in evidence on all tracks, but there's also more melodic focus and instru
mental experimentation than they've shown before. The EP starts with "Buss Driver 
Mann''. Trademark Migas heaviness is underscored by Don Stewart's (guitar, vox) 
howling vocals- he expresses a rage easily understood by anyone who's ever taken 
public transportation . Jason "Porno" Morales beats the shit out of his drum kit as 
usual, but he's also tighter than ever. I'm guessing this shows up as a result of the 
excellent recording quality and the fact that Porno has finally stopped mixing his pills 
and red wine. He also contributes vocals, guitar, and keyboards throughout the 
disc. In a perfect world, "Miracle Action" would be the hit single off this disc. The 
guitar I drum interplay is tight, with Morales adding the super catchy vocal hook. 
His inflection on this tune makes me think of some coked out limey rockstar from 
the '70's. I don't know why and I don't know what the hell he's singing about, but it 
doesn't matter. Timing out at a full 60 seconds, the song screeches to a halt wlth 
a "proctology gone wrong' screamin' a word , beautiful. The songs on Epic show 
M igas at their best yet- still worshipping at the altar of the almighty riff, but using 
their power to deliver some damn fine tunes in the process. There's some fairly 
complex musicianship going on here and one would be right to think that two dudes 
might not be able to pull it all off in a live setting. But rumor has it that Porno 
Morales has grown a giant afro and joined Don on axe duty, with the notoriously 
well-hung E-Rock Conn picking up the drum chores. Should this outfit come through 
your town- don't miss 'em. And while Pop Sweatshop should be commended for put
ting these songs to disc, you may have a hard time finding Epic in your local store. 
Check www.popsweatshop.com for online ordering . As my man Dean says, "Migas 
fucking rocks," Dean's a man a few words, but he always speaks the truth. 9 high 
hard ones out of 10. (jimi inmee) 

Above Excerpted from the M1gas 
photo shoot for SFS #12 The 
issue sold out . but the article an d 
some photos may still be viewed 
on the Salt for Slugs website 

The Forgotten 
Keep the Corpses Quiet 
TKO Records 

These guys turn it up to 11 . Way past 
the speed limit, the guitar riffs threat
en to leap out of the CD player and 
pound the living shit out of you. 
Aggressive isn't the word. This is rev
erential treatment of the punk move
ment by able-bodied healthy young men 
playing it the way it was meant to be 
played. If you're a fan of all things punk 
and furious, you'll need this CD in your 
collection to convince me. (Boaz) 

Kevin Coyne 
Room full of fools 
Ruf Records 

Coyne's been around since the 1970s, 
so you know two things: A) He's done 
great things in the past, and BJ Any 
new material from him is going to be 
somewhat derivative of his early 
efforts. And while his dark humor and 
quirky lyrics do succeed in touching at 
the horror of nothingness looming 
beneath us all (a staple of folksy-bluesy 
angst rock] , this effort misses the 
mark, probably due to the fact that it's 
his first recording on American soil 

(which kills so much). Coyne delivers 
his offbeat lyrics straight, and atop 
conventional organ-heavy blues the 
whole affair comes off more awkward 
than previous albums. The funky fret
work is still impressive, but his lyrics 
and voice collide against it, and in my 
humble opinion , mar what could have 
been a better effort.(Boaz) 

Geraldine 
Pure Bastard Rock 
Orange Records 

Athens , OH's hard rocking Geraldine 
seems to be inspired by the blues and 
punk from the '70s. This is white 
trash-rock along the lines of Nashville 
Pussy, with hints of Screamin' Jay 
Hawkins thrown in, particularly evident 
in the cover art and wild unhinged gui
tar licks. Though it's an energetic 
debut, their lack of focus gets to be a 
bit exhausting. (Boaz) 

Mike Blakely 
West of You 
Swing Rider Records 

Here's a Good 01' Boy if ever a heifer 
blocked ranch road traffic. Hailing from 
Marble Falls, Texas, Mike Blakely prob-

ably doesn't give a goddamned if you 
purchase his album or not. That won't 
stop him from crooning about the 
Guadalupe moon, or about jail cells, or 
about whiskey, or what not. Seriously, 
folks, even if you're normally averse to 
this type of stuff, there's probably a 
song on this disc that'll win you over. 
Guitars, Mandolins, violins, Spanish 
obscenities-hell, boy, "Ode to Norma" 
is worth the price of purchase. (Boaz) 

NRA 
New Recovery 
Gearhead Records 

Here's another Dutch punk band that 
rocks. The first, of course, being the 
Ex, gods of Avant Garde free-punk. And 
like the Ex, NRA's number one strength 
is their musical ability, followed closely 
by no-nonsense lyrics that are simple 
and intelligent. What's up with the 
Dutch? Maybe it's the lax prostitution 
laws and generous attitude towards 
dope smoking that's turning everyone 
over there into a grade A punk rocker. 
We could learn a thing or two from 
these guys. NRA rocks out in their sec
ond language (English) better than 
most American punks rock out in their 
first. (Boaz) 
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Political Freak Who Cares: 
Semi-idiotics 
by Billy Cope 

We began to reflect on our 
social life and found mostly 
events that distorted the per
spective of things. Pseudo
experiences that depended 
on a logic that announced 
nothing new, nothing threaten
ing to the official line. As if real
ity could expand only this far 
and no further. 

Economic, judicial, erotic, 
political, artistic, every arena 
seemed to be missing some
thing critical. 

Maybe it's a personal prob
lem. A lack of imagination, stu
pidity on our part. Stupidity is 
an eternal issue. Wlo claims 
to be free of if? But stupidity 
doesn't produce the real 
value, the meaning found in 
the succession of living 
moments, the lucidity that 
occurs in the pauses between 
the events of life. 

Wlat if we live in a banal 
age? Wlat if internal and 
external banality was really an 
artificial, conscious structur
ing? Wlo would deploy this 
kind of mass stupification? 

We know something of the 
truth of our political epoch. 
Available information per
suades us that we are gov
erned by criminals, ranking 
from the highest to the lowest 
office. We understand that our 
laws are not for us but that 
they systematize the most 
brutal operations against fam
ilies, property' future, that laws 
shield more than they protect -
- the police very quickly 
assume the image of some
thing non-human, of some
thing that nonetheless, is per
vading every comer of the 
globe. So we do not tum to the 
law for relief because we 
understand from personal 
experience that the law is 
where banality is imposed. 

VINTAGE~~NEW 
CLOTHES ·HANDBAGS· ACCESSORIES 
FURNITURE ANn nEDDR 
CONatCNM%NT 
.......... •soME EXCEPTIONS WILL APPLY.-..... 

And art? Never art that is a 
matter of statement of detail or 
the mastery of a code, nor art . 
as a consuming activity (not 
pop art), but art as a verb, a 
wholly creative experience? 
Revolution is art The events 
we've witnessed in Genoa, in 
Prague, in Seattle, constitute 
an artistic action, a movement 
creating itself. Commentators 
have observed that the pro
testers lack a genuine unity, a 
core intent they focus on the 
divisions among protesters, 
the communist faction, the 
Luddites, the anarchistic ele
ments, but we detect in their 
remarks a wistfuless and even 
a mystical fear that the suc
cesses of their own "revolu
tion" led to the current state. 
They fail to accept that a new 
class has emerged with all the 
markings of a class. The pro
testers, whether voluntarily or 
involuntarily, live under shared 
social, political, economic and 

ecological identities of exis
tence that separate them from 
other classes. Before our 
eyes, through the casualties 
and riots, their ideology is 
achieving organization. 
Ironically, the GB, the WfO 
meetings, have assembled in 
one place a crowd of people 
who are unknown to each 
other and yet who arrived out 
of a common urge, an abiding 
antagonism to the advance of 
nee-liberal culture, to the 
banalization of humanity. 

We are nearing a more 
decisive hour, each day the 
reaction assumes a more 
glaring and violent character, 
and though hardly anyone we 
know discusses their role in 
the future battle, fewer still are 
willing to sacrifice the banality 
that spawned it - this is how 
we gauge the success of cur
rent opinion, of the majority
as-norm, and the dialogue 
that feigns its interest ! 



The Legend of TENT GIRL 
by Larry Joe Treadway 
www.brainsonfilm.com 

On May 17, 1968, Wilbur Riddle 
discovered the body of a young 
woman wrapped and tied in a can
vas bag thirteen miles north of 
Georget.own, Kentucky. 

That morning Riddle was on a 
search for glass insulators left 
behind by workmen repairing phone 
lines in the area: he planned t.o paint 
them and sell them as curios. About 
11 am, while hunting around near 
the interstate, he found an odd bag 
in some bushes just over a 

enough t.o know that my shithole of 
a town had its collective head 
wrapped around this sordid tale of 
murder and in a t.own of around 
8,500, that is all folks were talking 
about. Dubbed "Tent Girl" by a 
reporter because she'd been found 
in a 'tent bag', the search for her 
identity became the # 1 priority for 
the locals. After a thorough autopsy 
all they found was a slight discol
oration of her skull , and no evidence 

.. of poisons or t.oxic 
materials. Overall, fence beside the road. It 11f£. · 

was fairly big; a green can- .r· .iF 
vas bag, like a tent would -/'/ / 
be rolled up in, wrapped {} • 
all around with a thin I . .., · 

the evidence sug
gested that she had 
been knocked 
unconscious by a 
blow t.o the head, cord, similar to t / 

clothesline. Curious, ~· ·\ 
he pulled the bag loose 
from the underbrush, but 
it got away from him and 
rolled the short dis- • } . . 
tance to the edge of 
the creek. Riddle •• •"-- •.. 
walked down t.o the bag 

. ~ 

and tried t.o pull it open, when he was 
knocked back from the horrible odor 
coming from inside it. He immediate-
ly ran t.o his truck and sped t.o the 
nearest pay phone, where he called 
the sheriff. 

Minutes later, Riddle was showing 
his find t.o not only Sheriff Bobby 
Vance, but also Deputy Jimmy 
Williams and Deputy Coroner 
Kenneth Grant. The bag contained 
the badly decomposed body of a 
female, naked but for a t.owel of 
some sort that was wrapped around 
her head: she had obviously been 
dead for weeks. She was doubled up 
in the bag, and her right hand was 
clenched like a fist. A search of the 
immediate area turned up no other 
physical evidence. 

In May '68, I was 4 but old 

then stuffed int.a the 
bag and tied up, only 

t.o die by suffocation. 
Weird. 

On a cold and rainy 
. Monday afternoon 

- --:- -~ .. •·: the Tent Girl was 
laid t.o rest at the 

Georget.own Cemetery, approximate
ly thirteen miles from where she 
was originally found. The burial site 
was in the rear portion of the ceme
tery, known as the "potter's field" . 
Her body was wrapped in a Mobil Oil 
bag and placed in a simple pine box. 
Her grave had a very simple marker 
that read #90. 

In 1971 two local businessmen 
from a monument company built her 
a unique headst.one that remains 
t.oday. The two men made the mark
er from a red st.one. They wanted 
the stone t.o match her red hair. On 
the front of the st.one is her the 
police sketch that was made from 
the body. What still haunts me is the 
slight smile, did she have that smile 
permanently frozen on her decayed 
face? The marker gives the date she 

was found and approximate details 
of the "TENT GIRL" as the marker 
proclaims. The test reads: 

TENTGIRL 
FOUND MAY 17. 1968 
ON U.S. HIGHWAY 25. N. 
DIED ABOUT APRIL 26 - MAY 3. 1968 
AGE ABOUT 16 - 19 YEARS 
HEIGHT 5 FEET 1 INCH 
WEIGHT 110 TO 115 LBS. 
REDDISH BROWN HAIR 
UNIDENTIFIED 

As many Southern famil ies do, 
mine spent many lazy Sunday after
noons visiting the cemetery, visiting 
graves of dead relatives, admiring 
the handiwork of the wealthy 
Georget.own resident's t.ombst.ones 
and shooting family pictures. But all 
I ever wanted t.o do was go to "pot
ter's field" t.o see "tent girl. " So many 
st.Dries and rumors floated around 
about who she was, was she hitch
hiker who had been killed on the 
highway or the victim of a sexual 
predator still lurking in this sleepy 
Southern Baptist burg or was she.? 
This was my personal favorite sce
nario: Tent Girl was one of 15 or 20 
children in a inbred family of freaks 
living in the rural parts of Scott 
County, near Sadiville, Kentucky. 
Sadieville sounded t.o me, both omi
nous and capable of having this 
group of wonderous creatures, hid
den from the townsfolk, cavorting 
around, devil-may-care up in a hol
low. 

I was fascinated with this prem
ise. Somewhere on one of those 
gravel roads off the main drag we 
traveled every day was this family of 
future carny stars just waiting to be 
discovered. I remember picturing 
them in that lurid EC comics style 
mixed in the that ad I always read 
over and over again in TV Guide for 



llllll~ltm!brdnftee~~•• 
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Last Meal Review: Garza picks it. 
documented by James Maclaren 

Juan Raul Garza was a drug dealer who apparently 
watched a few too many episodes of Miami Vice and 
decided a few times along the way that the answer to 
whatever conundrum that was giving him fits was to just 
blow away whatever person who was causing the conun
drum in the first place. No more person, no more conun
drum. Easy, · eh? 

So it's obvious that the guy hasn't got all that much on 
the ball mentally to begin with, right? Did Albert Einstein 
ever wonder if smuggling would be a better career choice 
than relativity? Probably not. Obviously, Garza was no 
Einstein. Sook, lets get to the nub of the matter here, ok? 

To wit: Garza's last meal. 

I'm still scratching my 
head over this 
one ... 

Item 
the first on the 

menu is steak. No problems 
there. Everybody, except for some weenie vegetarian, 
loves a good steak. And the murder of cattle is still ok, 
here in;the good old U. S. of A. 

Item the second is onion 
rings. Not on the top of MY 
personal list of best things I 
could ever eat in my life just 
prior to getting snuffed, but 
hey, it's not my decision. 

Item the third is french fries. So ok, the guy's 
a junk food junkie. And we've already decid
ed he's not Albert Einstein. I would have 
probably picked mashed potatoes with gravy 
or something a little more substantial, but 
again, it's not my decision. 

Item the fourth, and last, is the one that's driving me bats. 

Diet coke. No, I am not making this up. Does anybody in 
the entire world actually PREFER the taste of diet coke 
over regular coke? No way! 

So what's going on here, anyway? What the hell was 
Garza thinking when they asked him what he wanted 
for his LAST meal? 
"Hmm .. . well Warden, you 

guys are gonna kill me here 
in a couple of hours but lookit 
this tummy of mine, wouldya? 
Whatta ya say we make it a 
DIET coke, how about it?" 

Did I mention that Garza was 
no Albert Einstein? I 



Getting My Freak On 
with a Playmate: 
The Talitha Interview 
By Ran Scot 

I recently had the joy and consternation 
of sitting down with one of the most stun
ning women on the face of the earth, and 
maybe even beyond. While I am sure this 
can be filed under professional perk, it 
turned into one of those magic moments 
when you realized that even a Slug has 
built-in stereotypes. Expecting a vapid vac
uum of sexuality personified, this was far 
from the case. 

Talitha van Zan has to be one of the 
greatest examples of how judging a book 
by its cover will cost you the chance to 
meet a really legit person. Sure, just her 
smile had me running for a cold shower, 
but when she opened her mouth she 
affirmed there was something behind 
those ever-so sparkling eyes. A friendship 
was struck. 

While most people out there want to 
objectify, I'm trying to rectify the situation 
brought on by 27 years of Western social 
conditioning. If you threw her into the air 
would she turn into sunshine? Yes, but she 
was also one of the funniest and most 
intelligent people I have met in New York 
City. My respect for one of our first official 
EuroSlugs is to the point I have resisted 
the urge to track down the Playboy she 
was in, though not without great torture. 

SFS: So when was it you that realized you 
were going to be granted one of the more 
silly pursuits of the fantasy lifestyle, model
ing? 
Talitha: I was never really thinking about it. 
One day I was playing hockey with my 
friends and there was a contest. I was 
drinking and with my big mouth they took 
my picture. I was then in the 200 pictures 
they took for the club and then I was No. 
2 then finally No. 1 . Modeling work is 
something I never really thought about 
doing, but with acting work it was definite
ly something I wanted. 

SFS: Acting and modeling were something 
just to pass the time? 
Talitha: Yeah something fun, easy to do ... 
and a lot of money. You get a lot of free
dom. You get to choose your own days, 
pick when you want to be free. Plus you 
get to travel and see other countries. I 
was an important thing for me to see a lot 
of the world. I've lived in Cape Town, 
Barcelona, Italy, Australia , and now the 
States. It was a good opportunity for me. 
That's the real reason I model, not to say I 
am model. I get travel whenever. 

SFS: Well it's good you realize modeling is 
just a big fantasyland . 
Talitha: Yes and no. I agree it's a fantasy, 
it has no reality anymore. A lot of people 
lose control because you get a lot of 
money, your own car, buy your house, and 
it's really sad when you have to go back. 
Go back to a normal life not by one step, 
but by 20 steps. Second, I think all the 
people are fakes. They are all nice to your 
face but the second you turn your back you 
get a knife in it. I am trying to keep my 
work and my private life separate. I still 
have all my old friends from when I was a 
little kid. I realize of course that I am real
ly lucky and the money I make is not nor
mal. 

SFS: You're lucky you are beautiful. 
Talitha: Of course. I am lucky I have a 
beautiful face. I also realize people want to 
offer you jobs not because you can do it, 
but because you are beautiful and they 
want you in the company. That is all. I have 
a lot of problems with that. 

SFS: You don't like to be objectified? 
Talitha: Yeah, I am tried of hearing she 
just beautiful blah , blah, like that is all I am. 
Sometime I admit I wish I were less beau
tiful. 

SFS: They do have plastic surgery for that. 
Talitha: (Giggling like a schoolgirl) Maybe I 
could. I could make myself uglier. 

SFS: You could get the Michael Jackson. 
Talitha: I could do that. .. naw. If people 
want to do that, they should do that, but 
it's not for me. I think people should also 
accept they are getting older, and every 
age has something beautiful. in it. When 
you are getting older, like between 30 and 
40, you are most beautiful. 

(Group ahhhh) 

SFS: That's sweet. 
Talitha: I'm serious. I think you have more 
character in your face and it's natural. 
You've seen a lot of things in your life and 
affect your facial features and gives it the 
character that is you . I think it's better. 

SFS: So what was the funnier work you've 
gotten being a model? 
Talitha: I think it was for Phillip Morris. I 
was sure I couldn't get it because you had 
to be 30 to be model for them and at the 
time I was only 24. 

SFS: Wait, they sell cigarettes to kids with 
models over 30? Very 90210 of them. 
Talitha: So I was in Milan and happy so I 
send them my book and didn't even go to 
Germany. I never saw these people before 
and they choose me over a lot of famous 
people. They choose me based solely on 



my pictures, but it was one 
hour's work and a lot of money. 
Another fun job I had was in 
Switzerland because I was 
learning to snowboard. 

SFS: I tried that and broke my 
hand. 
Talitha: I am also stupid, I 
broke two ribs. 

SFS: So you've always resisted 
the urge to get plastic sur
gery? 
Talitha: Have I had it? No. 
What is weirder is what they 
can do with computers now. 
What you see is not always 
what you get. People get sur
gery sometimes because they 
are not happy, but sometimes 
they have to stop and say this 
is my face. I can't understand 
women who are 28 and getting 
faceli~s . 

SFS: Oh come on, I love when 
their skin is pulled so tight you 
can see their belly button on 
their throat. 
Talitha: Or bounce a quarter 
off their cheek. I was sitting 
next to this woman who had 
done it a lot and I could not 
keep my eyes off her, I felt hor
rible. 

SFS: Now you know how peo
ple feel when they can't keep 
their eyes off you. 
Talitha: Well being a model 
can be weird at times. I had a 
birthday party when I was 20 

and one of my 'friends' came 
over to me and was disap
pointed because there were no 
famous people there because I 
was a model. I was getting 
pissed because this was a 
party with my friends and me. I 
couldn't believe people were 
saying that. 

SFS: Wow, you had the nerve 
to only invite your real friends? 
Talitha: I could not believe she 
said that because I am so 
proud I did not lose control and 
I still have the same friends as 
I did when I was a kid. I like 
being with them because then I 
am not stuck in the fantasyland 
that is modeling. Everybody 
wants to be the best and most 
beautiful person and you get 
insecure sometime. 

SFS: That's why I think acting 
is a natural progression for you 
from modeling because every 
time you get in front of the 
camera it's an act. 
Talitha: Yes and no, I think you 
are being more truthful in act
ing I think. 

SFS: Has anyone ever told you 
to love the camera? 
Talitha: No, but it's during that 

time when things 
like that were hap
pening I realized 
acting is was what 
I really wanted to 
do. Modeling you 
are just beautiful, 
in acting you can 
express the beauty 
in you. I never real
ly liked the model 
work, but the 
money was great. 

SFS: They paid you 
because you were 
in the top one per
centile of ideal 
classical looks, like 
how a if you are in 
the top one per
cent of basketball 
players you get to 

play in the NBA for a lot of 
money. Or soccer since you 
are European, and I guess 
Playboy or FHM would be the 
Premiership League.{Randal, 
shut the fuck up. -ed.} 
Talitha: Yeah I did Playboy. And 

nothing was fake. 

SFS: Wow, that's wild. So you 
realize that the month that 
issue came out there were at 
least 1 5 million men sexual 
fantasying about you. Aahhh, 
yeahhh! 
Talitha: I did it to shock people . 

SFS: So when was it? Not that 
I'm going to run home, get on 
eBay, and have it in my hands 
by tomorrow. 
Talitha: I was in the November 
magazine because in the 
December on they wanted to 
have someone famous from 
Holland. 

SFS: Ahh... the European 
Playboy. Even though I don't 
speak Dutch, I swear I read it 
for the articles. But you realize 
there are 14-year-old boys in 
Holland going, 'Miss 
November, come to me.' 
Talitha: You know that when 
you do it. You'll be in the bath
rooms at the factories, or in 
the cabs of lorries. 

SFS: Did you get to write your 
interests and hobbies? 
Talitha: Yes. 

SFS: Those are real? Christ, 
thought they were always 
made up. 
Talitha: Well some of it was 
wrong. Like it said I loved Italian 
men, and that I have an apart
ment in Amsterdam when I am 
really living in New York. 

SFS: So has anyone ever rec
ognized you in Holland? 
Talitha: It was really funny 
because one time I was in a 
gas station and the guy behind 
me was buying the Playboy I 
was in. He looked in the maga
zine and looked at me and 
freaked out. 

SFS: That's hilarious. 
Talitha: He was jumping up 
and down and said it was real
ly nice what I did for our coun
try. 

SFS: Wow, for the homeland! 
Talitha: Yes, being in Playboy 
was like the final act of my 
modeling career, and now I'm 
in the New York. To be an 
actress of course. 'f 



oh man, I think 
I made her 
angry, I better 

BEY BABY, 
how's yer pink 
pudding gooing? 

walk away... ~~~ iiiE~~~~ ~iiiiiiii=• 



Yeah, it burns 
like hell ... 
but no pain, 
no gain, huh? 
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When I walk around Midtown with the Midwestern 
tourist, I truly am lost in the supermarket of culture. I can 
no longer shop happily. So of course my inclination was 
to do the slugliest of articles called: "The Time of Their 
Life: A Day in the Life of Midwestern Tourist in Times 
Square." But the more I thought about it the more I was 
unable to write it. Who was I to say that their ability to 
stare up straight into the sky like turkey in a rainstorm was 
not an asset? Who is to say what is right or wrong in this 
day and age, why with all our modern ideas, and prod
ucts! 

I did a lot of soul searching about if I was being judg
mental and condescending against these rotund simple 
beasts. Since the closer you are to a problem the harder 
it is to view it clearly, other New Yorkers were not much 
help. This is mainly do to the basic image these tourist 
generate for themselves by their actions while moving in 
herds on the busiest of streets. So I knew I had to reach 
out to an old Instant Messenger Buddy and luckily he was 
on-line so I had an impromptu to IM session with him. A 
few basic changes were made to the grammar to make it 
more readable, but here is the unedited version of my 
chat session with God. 

SFS:Hey tough guy you there? 
GOd: Yeah, just finishing some left over business in the 
Crab Nebula, what's up? 
SFS: Not much God of Abraham, was working on a new 
SFS article and was wondering if I could get your input? 
GOd: Cool, cool. I liked the last issue, glad to see my 
chaos theory is still affecting your proofreading. 
SFS: Yeah, we'll get that sorted out when you come 
down and sort out the Middle East okay? 
GOd: Touche, so what's the article about? 
SFS: Midwestern Tourist In Times Square. 
GOd: LOL ;) 
SFS: Yeah really funny Allah. About as cute as the plague 
of locust in China right now. 
GOd: They are the same if you think about it. Just 
depends on how you view the mindless consumption of 
animals, which you humans are by the way. 
SFS: Yeah, you remind me of that every time. But aren't 
there varying degrees of evolution among your people? 
GOd: Well, when I created earth for you clever monkeys 
I had a plan which you prompt!• through out the window 

SFS: How so? 
GOd: In the beginning, I put you there to create me. 
Basically had the chicken lay the egg that was I. 
SFS: So the purpose of society was to create you? 
GOd: There in lies the punch-line. You have left your 
original creation of a divine moral path, i.e. me, and 
decide to worship the dollar, an obvious Lucifer item. 
SFS:But you made him? 
GOd: Did I? Since you technically created me, isn't he 
the product of your own then? 
SFS:You and your freaking paradoxes. 
GOd: Hey if you don't like it, you know Buddha's number. 
SFS: It's not that, it's just because they're view on NYC 
doesn't match up with mine, does that make their culture 
below mine? 
GOd: Well to be truthful , they may be from the Bible Belt 
and thin they are the 'chosen', but they have a lot of 
issues. 



SFS: They were up your ass all the 
time? 
GOd: Up my ass, making an ass of 
themselves, you know how it is 
being a major deity. For all their 
problems the main one is how they 
use me to feel superior to other peo
ple . Of course we both know I've 
reserved the lowest spots in hell for 
those who use religion as their tool 
for this end, that and for profit. 
SFS: So Jim .Bakker is fucked? 
GOd: More times than Mother 
Teresa. 
SFS: What?!? 
GOd: Sorry, inside Saint joke. 
SFS: lol. 
GOd: You're missing the point of 
why I made the Earth . Well not you, 
but supposedly "my people" as they 
like to call themselves. 
SFS: Which set of people would 
that be since we're still technically 
fighting over who is the legitimate 
son of Abraham still. 
GOd: Send me more checks in the 
mail and I'll tell you when I add them 
all up who won. 
SFS: Dude, you got the racket 
going on . But back to the question, 
should we view every person as a 
pilgrim on their way to becoming a 
Zen master? 
GOd: Zen Masters of Disaster. 
Heheh. 
SFS: But if one were to complete 
the journey to its end, wouldn't they 
themselves become god~like? 
GOd: Well, yeah. But since I don't 
allow enlightenment to be sold at 
Wal-Mafts or for Happy Meals to be 
upsized to nirvana, I'm _not looking 
for hoards of Midwesterners to 
achieve that level anytime soon. 
SFS: But how could you let them 
become so blind to true authentic 
culture they eat at the Olive Garden 
instead of Little Italy? 
GOd: Well when you supplant my 
culture with a corporate one of your 
own creation to market to the sheep, 
you lose the shepherd don't you =) 
SFS: Who's to say folk art of the 
Midwest is not cultural absurdity? 
GOd: Well me, but I am a god. 
SFS: The god? 
GOd: Working on it, but you know 
how it is. Loi. 
SFS: Well I think that the people on 
Jerry Springer are high folk living 
theatre, like wrestling V.'as ::. \t,l.. 
80s. 
GOd: How many times do I have to 
tell you? I meant it to be called 
rasstlin', and it's suppose to be real. 

SFS: Ric Flair is real enough for 
me. 
GOd: Yeah he ruled over the Von 
Erik's . Wrestling for Jesus my ass, 
my son was all about Andre the 
Giant, not a bunch of hicks from 
East Texas. 
SFS: Heheh . 
GOd: But just because I think its 
stupid doesn't mean I am right. But 
since I am Allah, I am . Remember 
this young Skywalker, what is moral
ly correct and a "decent" society is 
relative to your social conditioning. 
SFS: Damn that's deep. 
GOd: When you hear the sound of 
one pop culture reference clapping , 
you are on the way to slug nirvana. 
SFS: Cu-caw! Loi. 
GOd: Hold on for one sec, gotta do 
something. 
SFS: Cool. 
GOd: Back. Some kid was begging 
for a kidney transplant. I did the 
whole speaking through a blinding 
white light in a cloud thing . 
SFS: That rules, that and the burn
ing bush thing you do . 
GOd: Yeah, I try and save that for 
the "big moments." You know, the 
whole rock star god thing. 
SFS: Yeah takes it up a notch. 
GOd:: Yeah except I am god, only 
thing I can do to that is create that 
mountain I can't even carry. Heh . 
SFS: So back to the tourist in Times 
Square. Do you think that their pro
gramming by advertising and televi
sion is so great that they truly 
believe that Times Square is truly a 
magical place? 
GOd: It's a mecca . 
SFS: Huh? . 
GOd: (mek-a) n.1. A place that is 
regarded as the center of an activity 
or interest. 2 . A goal to which adher
ents of a religious faith or practice 
fervently aspire . 
SFS: No shit , I can go to diction
ary.com too wise guy. But is it your 
doing? 
GOd: Of course, I do work in myste
rious ways don 't I? 
SFS: Loi=) 
GOd: This was. my thinking. I am 
only a god per say when people 
worship me. The less attention I get; 
the less power I have. When was 
the last time you saw a temple to 
Ra? Or my homey Zeus? 
5Ft: Ch tell him 1-: i for me. 
GOd: Cool, will do. So I figured 
since people's minds were so 
deranged from praying at the alter 
of the All-Mighty dollar, I used one 

of Satan's own agents to clean up 
the site for my greatest cathedral 
yet. 
SFS: Who? 
GOd: Guiliani of course. Hehe. I 
had him clean up New York unbe
knownst to Lucifer so I could make 
Times Square the new Holy Land for 
the cult of consumption in America . 
Since people can no longer can 
even think independently for a sec
ond with advertising bombard ing 
them, why not beat Satan at his own 
game? 
SFS: Isn't that selling out? 
GOd:: Ehh, St. Peter says so . But I 
think he is just jealous that the light 
I manipulated being built in Times 
Square are now more awe insp iring 
than his Pearly Gates. I'm all about 
the bottom line. Followers. 
SFS: Yeah. So it's okay to feel 
superior to Midwestern tour ist 
because it's all part of God 's plan to 
capitalize on their stupidity and lack 
of ability to think for themselves? 
GOd: Yeah, until you and the others 
put that revolution together, i t ' s 
gonna have to do the job. I know it's 
a Band-Aid on a festering wound , 
but could you imagine what would 
happen if they were all enlightened 
at the same time? 
SFS: World peace? 
GOd: : Ha, hell no. They would all 
realize they are all just a bunch of 
fat fucks and kill themselves for 
their sins. I don't need a bunch of 
formerly morbid obsess martyrs try
ing to cram through the Gates of 
Heaven at once, just got them fixed 
from the Children 's Crusade . 
SFS: Cool, well the Age of Jaguar is 
almost upon us so I guess we won 't 
have to suffer too much longer. 
GOd: Yeah , plus I got the aliens 
scheduled to arrive later this year. 
SFS: Wtf?! 
GOd: : Hmm, forget I mentioned it. 
Okay, I gotta run . I gotta smite some 
people in the CIA for ruining my 
whole peace in the Middle East 
plan, and there's this stupid sun that 
keeps collapsing into a black hole. 
SFS: Hey, thanks . As always it's 
been, uh, unique. 
GOd: Cool, and I'll see you later 
today when that bus sends you to 
me. 
SFS: What! 
GOd:: Just kidding ... maybe. ;) 
GOd signed off at 12:30 PM on 
6/21/01 ! 



STORY BY BIGDAVE LOPEZ 

IF YOU SAY THE WORDS "SICK OF IT ALL" TO MOST MUSIC FANS THE FIRST WORDS OUT OF THEIR MOUTHS WILL BE 
"NEW YORK HARDCORE". SICK OF IT ALL HAS BEEN RELENTLESS IN THEIR DELIVERY OF HEAVY, NO BULLSHIT RAW 
NYHC FOR OVER FIFTEEN YEARS. THEY HAVE BEEN CREDITED WITH BRINGING HC TO BROADER AUDIENCES, AND REVI
TALIZING A FLEDGLING HC SCENE IN THE EARLY NINETIES WITH THEIR FIRST MAJOR LABEL ALBUM "BUILT TO LAST" . 
ESTABLISHED BY BROTHERS LOU AND PETE KOLLER. SOIA HAS TOURED WITH HEAVY HIDERS SEPELTURA, HELMET. 
MADBALL. ORI, & BAD BRAINS, JUST TO NAME A FEW. DESPITE THEIR COMMERCIAL SUCCESS AND NINE SOLID YEARS 
OF TOURING, SICK OF IT ALL MAINTAINS STRONG TIES TO THEIR WORKING CLASS ROOTS. PERHAPS THAT IS WHY OLD 
SCHOOL FANS REMAIN LOYAL AND NEW FANS ARE DISCOVERING THE ROOTS OF NYHC EVERYDAY. THEY ARE CUR
RENTLY TOURING THEIR NEWEST RELEASE ON FAT WRECK ENTITLED "YOURS TRULY". 



Photographer Michael 'Gunnar' Nelson and myself caught up 
with drummer Armand Majidi and singer Lou Koller before their 
May 4th show at Austin's Backroom. Thanks to a recorder that 
would not work. this interview was compiled from notes and 
memory. Misquotes are entirely unintentional and completely 
forgivable. Much small talk ensued as I jacked with an uncoop
erative recorder. 

SFS: This issue of SFS is about 'freaks'. Have y'all 
met many freaks while on tour? 
Lou Koller: We got to meet Lobster Boy! 
SFS: Who is Lobster Boy?" 
Lou: He was this sideshow freak in NYC. He had a 
thumb and where the rest of his fingers should be its 
all grown together so it looks like a lobsters pincer. 
His nails were real long too. He sits inside this tent 
and you pay two bucks and you can go inside the tent 
and shake his hand. But right when I was gonna shake 
his hand he pinched the shit out of me with those pin
cers and laughed about it! Lobsterman does that to 
everybody. He was a real asshole. 
Armand Majidi: That's why they killed him. He was 
mean to everybody. 
SFS: Who killed him? 
Armand: His family! They hired a cousin or some
thing to kill him. 
SFS: Was it for the money? 
Lou: No. He didn't really have money. He was just a 
big asshole and everybody hated him so his wife and 
kids paid somebody to kill him." 
SFS: Wow. That's pretty cool that you met him before 
he got whacked .. .. 



[small talk occurs] 
SFS: You guys have been credited with saving the NYHC scene 
when it was dying out. 
Armand: When we came out with 'Just Look Around' in '92 there 
was nowhere to play in NYC. There were no venues for hardcore 
bands. 'Just Look Around' got peoples attention. 
SFS: Does your reputation as HC giants ever compromise the song
writing? 
Armand: We know our limitations and we work within those limi
tations. We stay comfortable with style and not try to get too exper
imental. 
SFS: You guys went from the indie labels in the early days to Electra 
and know you are back on the smaller label. What was the appeal 
to go back to smaller label? 
Armand: The big labels don't know what to do with our type of 
music. It does not fit into the mainstream and the big labels want 
instant success bands. They do not put in the time and effort. They 
just don't know what to do with HardCore bands. 
SFS: What are some of your favorite places to play? 
Lou & Armand: Germany, they love us in Japan, Argentina, Holland 
SFS: Where will your take you from here? 
Lou: Europe. We are playing a 15 show festival with Avail, & 
Pennywise. 
Later the very same evening SICK OF IT ALL got down to business 
and turned Austin's Backroom upside down.. . I 
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FREAK ON THE LOOSE! 
The Rich Gabe Interview contmued from pg 25 

and none ofthem clapped, so I had to say it again, like "I'm leeeaav
ing." And then they clapped a little. And I knew they hated me. Like 
I'd just wasted they're time. 
SFS: Do you know that it's going to be one of those nights pretty 
early into the routine? 
Rich: I do. Because once I've lost them I'm not good at bringing 
them back. Some comics, real, professional, good comics can do 
that, they can lose an audience and regain their respect and bring 
them back. I. .. Once I lose 'em I'm fucked. 
SFS: Can an unfunny person learn to be funny on the job? 
Rich: No. You can't learn to be funny 
Instead of being funny, can said unfunny person try to be a sad 
comedian, or a terrifying comedian? A Terrorian, say? 
Rich: I've seen plenty of terrifying comedians, that just make you 
feel awful about leaving the house. Go to your local open mic. You 
can see many terrifying experiences. But, yeah, I was thinking for 
Halloween it'd be cool, instead of trying to do a routine to be funny, 
you'd do a scary routine. And people went to see ten-fifteen comics 
trying to be scary instead of being funny. 
SFS: How far are you from being the best comedian you could be? 
Rich: I'm very far. But I just have to work at it. I'm starting to do 
some more traditional stand-up. That way, if it doesn't work with my 
long bits .. . when I do my long bits if people don't like it in the first 
minute, they won't like it for the next five minutes. So I'm trying to 
incorporate some shorter stuff into my act ... you keep learning. It's 
a process. Maybe in a year or two I'll be able to hit the road as a 
featured act. 
SFS: \Nhat goals did you have before comedy caught your eye? 
Rich: I wanted to make movies and write screenplays, but they're 
way too difficult, time-consuming. With comedy you can write three 
minutes of material and work on it the next day, go up in front of 
strangers and do it. Writing a screenplay you have to write an hour 
and a half worth of material. Doing comedy is very easy, if you can 
get over the stage scared-ness. 
SFS: I believe that's called stage fright. 
Rich: Not in the comedy business. 
SFS: It's called stage scared-ness in the comedy business? 
Rich: Yeah. Some of the lingo we use is .. . you know. 
SFS: \Nhat's going to be happening in the comedy business? Any 
big changes or upheavals? Will one-line slogans such as "you know 
you're a red neck if..." continue to be all the rage? 
Rich: Oh, I think so. Yeah, you know, I shouldn't say that... I don't 
know what's going to happen with comedy. It's sort of a somewhat 
dead art form, but that's sort of part of the appeal. Not many people 
like it. I've noticed that punk rock kids especially don't like comedy, 
and it's a shame, 'cause I like punk rock girls. 
SFS: Have you ever written comedy under the influence of drugs? 
Rich: No. I haven't. I've never performed stoned either. I only per
formed a couple of times drunk, and it was awful. I know a lot of 
comics get stoned right before they go up, but that just sounds hor
rifying to me. I'm already freaked out up there, there's no use being 
stoned and not being able to make sense to yourself. 
SFS: How surreal is it getting up on a lit stage, when the whole 
audience is in the dark? 
Rich: You know, honestly, at first it's very surreal, then you get 
more and more used to it, and now, once I hit the stage I sort of just 
go into sort of overdriveOor no, that's wrong. I go into autopilot. Or 
overdrive. 
SFS: Have you ever had any out-of-body experiences on stage? 

Rich: No. 
SFS: Not even when you were doing very badly? 
Rich: Actually when you're doing good is when you lose yourself, 
you don't know what you're doing, when you're off and running and 
everything's clicking. \Nhen you're doing bad you in fact become 
very aware of where you're at, and things start to go very slow, and 
you know exactly what's going on, what's happening to you. You 
don't want that feeling. You don't want to be aware. You want to lose 
yourself. 
SFS: On a bad night, you get offstage, what's the first thing you do? 
Rich: Have a drink, probably. 
SFS: You don't get the hell out of there? 
Rich: No. Sometimes I'll go outside for a minute, but it's usually 
okay. The worst I've ever bombed is 15 minutes though, 'cause I'm 
still so new at this. Once you get professional, and have to do hour
long gigs, then, though you're not going to bomb as often, cause 
you'll be pretty good at that point, hopefully, when you do bomb, it's 
for an hour, which is pretty rough. So for me, it's 15 minutes, and 
then it's over with. 
SFS: \Nhat's the first thing you do on a good night? 
Rich: Have a drink. 
SFS: You don't hang around waiting for your groupies? 
Rich: (Laughter) Yeah, I wait around for my groupies to shcMi up, 
so I can tell them about how I succeeded. Then I have a d · 
SFS: I've heard good comedy is an aphrodisiac. 
Rich: Yeah ... I wouldn't know, really .. . have you really heard that? 
SFS: Yeah. Chicks dig funny. 
Rich: Yeah, chicks do dig funny. And I have been hit on by girls that 
probably wouldn't normally have hit on me if I was just selling them 
bookcases. \Nhich is sort of cool. 
SFS: Ok, wrapping up, the last thing I want to ask you, Rich, is 
what's going to become of us? 
Rich: (pause) ... Us? 
SFS: The human race. 
Rich: Oh, now this where I'm just supposed to be funny. 
SFS: Are you optimistic? 
Rich: I guess so. As long as there's comedy for people, things 
must be bad. I don't want to answer that question. 
SFS: \Nhat's the relationship between funny and happy? 
Rich: They're pretty close. I don't know. 
SFS: Can you elaborate on that? 
Rich: No. 
SFS: Are they A) brothers B) lovers C) cousins or D) high school 
teacher and buxom young student? 
Rich: Wow, when you asked me that question, you left me a pret
ty good lead in to be funny, didn't you, and I missed it. That was my 
fault. You had it all set up for me to easily be funny, and I couldn't 
live up to it. 
SFS: Don't beat yourself up. 
Rich: It's okay. I'm fine. Maybe they're roommates. Happy organ
izes the bills and funny leaves the check and splits. Happy does the 
dishes and funny orders the pizzas and has the big parties. I hate 
parties. 
SFS: \Nhat's your demographic, Rich? 
Rich: Jewish men, between the ages of 40 and 50. 
SFS: That leaves a lot of people out. 
Rich: Yeah. But the judges were in that demographic. Those are 
the only people worth making laugh, anyway. 
SFS:Well, thank you, Rich Gabe. 
Rich:Thank you, Boaz ... Dror. 
SFS:You're welcome. 
Rich:Thank you. 
SFS:You're welcome, Rich. I 



Dear Mr Greg Barbera , 
Or could you please 

pass this along to Mr. E
Bay (unless that's you , 
of course) . Thank him 
for reviewing my band 
The Condors in the new 
issue . Sorry he didn 't 
like the disc, but consid
ering I'd been playing in 
bands before I even 
started Flipside, it's a lit
tle late to "bag the music 
career." If he 'd have 
read the bio I'd 
enclosed , beyond the 
former Spitfires mention 
(we changed our name 
to avoid confusion with 
the cool Canadian 
band} , he 'd have seen 
I've had quite a recorded 

away. 

Here 's hoping he 
likes the next 
Condors offering 
better, 'cause, as 
Leiber and 
Stoller once 
wrote , "I can play 
this here guitar," 
and I'm not going 

Sincerely, 
Paf'Pooch" Di Puccio 

- Greg has thus far failed 
to come forth with his 
response. - be 

Dear Salt For Slugs, 
Ever get caught pet

ting a slug? It's like 
when you get caught 
talking to a cop . Once, 
when I was riding my 
bike in New Haven , 
when the streets were 
blocked off to cars , I 
stopped to ask a cop 
what the hell was going 
on . He had his hands on 
his hips and said that 
they were preparing for 

stake will be boosted up 
to tomorrow as the 
charges have been 
in.creased fo r the Jerry 
Duciler massacre which 
happened some years 
ago. Please be sure to 
bring gasoline and shot 
guns and any other 
beautiful paraphenalia 
which causes pain ! The 
program goes as fol
lows: at 1 :00 we will pro
ceed with the reading of 
her rights , which will be 
followed by a bonfire in 
the chapel of the con
vent , and ending the 
events with a ten keg 
party at Allie Bowers 
house . Thank you for 
your participation- love 
the king of darkness
me. 

Okay homeboys, this 
is my last letter accord
ing to 666, I have decid
ed to join the Mormon 
Tabernacle Kwire and go 
solo with Angus Young 

( Letters to BURT COCAINE 
history either with my 
own solo discs, the 
occas ional session , and 
my years with Blow Up. 
That doesn't mean we 
should fit his musical cri
teria , of course, just that 
I, and Tony Fate 
(Bellrays) , knew exactly 
the kind of disc we were 
fashioning (the clue is in 
the Kinks reference in 
the title) . 

Though I'd never 
played Raji 's or Toes 
Tavern , (R .l.P.) I am 
honored to be included 
among the bands he 'd 
listed , as I'm flattered 
he 'd complimented my 
journalism . Aw, hell , at 
least he liked something 
I did! Anyway, Greg , 
please tell him "thanks ," 
again . He didn 't have to 
even give it a listen . 

World Bank protesters . 
He felt powerful. I told 
him that that was just 
what his superiors told 
him so that he wouldn 't 
feel like such a boob 
when he found out that 
his only purpose that 
day was to keep 36 hos
pital union workers from 
"getting out of hand" . 
Chee rleaders . I could 
totally hear the pep talk 
he had back at the sta
tion that morning . 

Sincerely, 
Care Szejk 

- Greg has thus far failed 
to come forth with his 
response to this letter as 
well. -be 

Dear All Antichrists and 
Sargeant Nun , 

The proposed meet
ing for burning Sister 
Margaret Michael at the 

from AC/DC. I have cho
sen to do this for the 
simple facts of life. Also , 
because there is this 
bumpin' nun who plays 
lead bass for them and 
Steve Quesenberry told 
me that she puts out! I 
can 't see any other rea
son why not to join . I 
have had a meeting with 
the commitee in hell and 
they think it sucks . It 
might cost me to lose my 
rank as a high official , 
but that bitch can j am! 

Later, 
Nitrous Boy 

- A vote has been taken 
and a poll has been con
ducted. The execs in the 
Satanic Order have 
delivered a message 
directly to the sender of 
this letter which unfortu
nately cannot appear in 
print. The upcoming SFS 
EVIL issue will prove to 
be more evil than bin 
laden. -be 

(Outdoor SuNival Tips 8, continued from pg. 23) 

attain a degree of warmth . It was only 
7 p.m., but we were worn out. We 
chatted for a bit and then slowly 
dozed off after zipping up our bags 
so only our noses were showing. 
Only the rustling of a few industrious 
(and cold weather loving) mice dis
turbed our sleep. 

When we woke in the early morn
ing, the temperature on Yo's small 
thermometer was 0 degrees. Our 
breath streamed out of our mouths in 
a steamy cloud that slowly turned to 
tiny ice crystals highlighted by the 
first rays of the rising sun . Because 
of our lack of proper gear and Yo's 
increasingly numb feet, we decided 
to head back to the truck. As we 
gathered our equipment we tried 
unsuccessfully to warm our frozen 
gloves, boots and jackets. We put 

them on , allowing our body 

J 
heat to do the job. The sky 
was a brilliant blue - the kind 
that can only come from the 
aftermath of a heavy storm. 

The rest of the world outside 
the shelter was, quite literally, a win
ter wonderland . Everything was hid
den , transformed into white lumpy 
objects . 

After snapping a few pies of the 
stunning scenery,. Yo and I shoul
dered our packs and started trudging 
back to the parking lot. The day was 
nice. A few smatterings of wispy 
clouds moved briskly above our 
heads. Clumps of snow dropped on 
us as we made our way through the 
flake-laden forest. Yo's feet, clad in 
boots made with a combination of 
fabric and leather, weren't thawing 
his boots out. Although equipped 
with a GoreTex lining, the ice 
trapped in between the waterproof 
membrane and the outer fabric was 
giving Yo some problems. 

"Man," he complained as we hiked 
up a slippery, snowy hill, "I can't feel 
my feet. " I grunted in agreement and 
continued the march . My wool gloves 
were now completely soaked from 
the melting ice and pretty much com
pletely useless. The temperature 
was still hovering below freezing . We 
walked in exhausted silence. I 
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